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County eyes state funds for cemetery care
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Believing cemeteries are
important to local history,
Calloway County Clerk and
Cemetery Board Chairman Ray
Coursey, Jr. is spearheading an
effort to clean up, repair and
partially restore local burial
grounds to preserve their
uniqueness and character.
"Cemeteries are fields of history and we want to do everything we can to take care of the
ones we have here in Calloway
County," Coursey said following a meeting of the board
Wednesday morning.
Board members include Rob
Edd Pan ish, Susan O'Neill,
FralICCS Spillman and Marianne
Hale.
Coursey said the state-supported project will begin with
the old Miller Cemetery on Ky.
80 East where funding to take
down a large. dead oak tree that
is threatening to fall is first on a
list of priorities.

Miller is the site ot some
very rare grave markers including three that feature A-framed
wooden grave shelters with
fences. Most of the giaves date
in the 1800s with the newest
marked at 1961.
Coursey said cemetery board
members will soon apply for
state funding to preserve Miller
and other abandoned and dilapidating cemeteries, possibly providing in-kind contributions
through Calloway County Fiscal
Court and Calloway County Jail
inmate labor.
-There's a lot of paperwork
to fill out. You have to fill out
papers stating that you are filling out papers, but we'll get it
done," he said.
The board will also have to
find out the right procedure to
take through Calloway County
Fiscal Court to obtain funding
and help from the state.
The board is already getting
some unofficial help. Airport
Road eesident LB. Burkeen has

begun his own effort taking care
of the cemetery where some of
his ancestors are buried He's
cleared leaves from the grounds
OrKe thiS year as well as many

fallen branches from aging
trees. He's also removed a lot of
rubble and tried to repaii grave
stones that vandals apparently
had tried to push over or damage.
"My grandparents are buried
right over there." he said pointing at a spot on the edge of the
aging row of headstones as he
chopped
up
branches
Wednesday aftemoon. "I think
this is the oldest cemetery in
Calloway County. I don't think
anybody has been buried here in
since the 1960s."
Come of the israwarnarictsrs
are nameless, dateless slabs
while others are elaborately
marked and stand several feet
high. Names on the stones
include Daniels, Purdom, Van

•See Page 2

TOM BEP.HY/Ledger & TImas
The Calloway County Cemetery Board is seeking state funds for me clean-up and preservation of abandoned and dilapidating cemeteries across the county beginning with Miller
Cemetery on Ky, 80 East. The cemetery includes some very rare grave markers, including
three that feature A-framed wooden grave shelters with fences.

MSU sends
proposed cuts
list to CPU',
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Slat( Writes.
Murray State University sent a list of proposed cuts to the
Council on Postsecondary Education Wednesday night, complying
with a request from Gov. Steve Beshear that public universities suggest ways to cut their next budgets by 4 percent.
To make up for a possible give-back of $2,117.700 for this year,
MSU plans to use money from its reserve funds. However,
President Dr Randy Dunn said earlier this week that it would not be
possible to do this wish the 2009-10 budget if 4 percent in state
appropriations were permanently cut. Catherine Sivills, the vice
president of institutional advancement and communication, stressed
this morning that the recommended cuts were far from final.
"(The list) is preliminary and will be evaluated continuously
over the months leading up to the completion of the budget for next
year." Sivills wrote in an e-mail.
In the area of central administration, Dunn has proposed using
$551,000(which had been set aside for a possible 1 percent faculty
and staff salary increases) for other areas of the budget. In addition
to money from several trust funds, the savings would total $779,500
or 36.8 percent of the total required.
The athletic subsidy could be reduced by a combination of operating budget cuts and scholarship reallocations for an estimated savings of $123,900. The report also said that 15 budgeted faculty positions could be eliminated for a savings of $746,000. This would be
distributed across all the academic colleges, the report said.
The report also proposed cutting $72,800 from student affairs
budgets; $351,900 from finance and administrative services; and
$43,000 from the institutional advancement budget.
The Associated Press reported that a 4 percent cut for Western
Kentucky University would be about $3.2 million and the possible
Cut from the University of Kentucky would be 12.7 million The
Lexington Herald-Leader reported that this could result in a hiring
freeze at UK for I fd positions, which would make fewer classes
available. UK administrators said the school could see a doubledigit tuition increase if forced to cut the budget by 4 percent.
Dunn said Monday that it would take a 4.2 percent tuition
increase at MSU to offset a 4 percent budget cut. This would not
cover fixed costs like health insurance and utilities, he said.
As MSU's Board of Regents Tuition Task Force met for the third
rime last night, possible cuts were on their minds as they discussed
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U.S. Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell met with Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear in
his office n the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday. Sen. McConnell and Gov. Beshear discussed
working together to move Kentucky's priorities forward.

Beshear pledges to work with
McConnell for Commonwealth
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -They may be fierce political
rivals, but Democratic Gov.
Steve Beshear said Wednesday
that he and U.S. Senate Minority
Floor Leader Mitch McConnell
are committed to working
together for Kentucky.
Beshear and McConnell met
for a'. out 30 minutes Wednesday
at the Washington offices of the
leading Republican senator.
Beshear said they discussed the
state and nation's economic
woes and how their respective
positions could help Kentucky
weather the current financial
storm.
"Both of us understand that
politics is one thing and working

for our folks is another,"
Beshear said during an interview
with The Associated Press at the
Kentucky Capitol. "We're not
going to allow partisan politics
to stand in the way of trying to
find common ground on issues
and helping Kentuckians during
these hard economic times."
Economic forecasters have
predicted Kentucky is currently
facing a $456.1 million budget
shortfall for the current fiscal
year that ends June 30. The
state's two-year budget is $19
billion.
Cuts needed to bring
Kentucky's budget in line with
projected revenue are sure to be
painful for some residents,
Beshear has said. The governor
has told officials at state agen-
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cies and public universities
throughout the state officials this
week to suggest ways of slashing 4 percent from their budgets.
Beshear's meeting with
McConnell came a day after he
was in Philadelphia for the
National Governors Association
with
meeting and spoke
President-elect Barack Obama
and other governors from across
the country.
Beshear offered few details
but said he and McConnell discussed Kentucky's current
budget problems and some possible solutions. They also chatted about some of the possible
federal legislation that could
come up, he said.

See Page 2

By GREG TRAVIS
siaj Writer
Parking at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital is a
concern as construction on the
hospital's 150,000-plus squarefoot expansion project continues. The MCCH Board of
Trustees recognized the situation and discussed methods
Wednesday of addressing the
temporary dilemma.
Hospital CEO Keith Bailey.
told the board, "We are doing
everything we possibly can. It's
been sery difficult, and we've
been providing shuttle service."
He noted that the parking congestion may "be this way for a
while," adding that he believed
the shuttle service was being
utilized -as best as we expected."
Among the actions currently
being taken -- or considered for
the future -- to help with parking include: erecting signs at
each of the four corners of the
hospital's ground informing
motorists of the shuttle service,
erecting banners on the outside
of the construction fence at the
Medical Arts Center: signs on
doors; business cards for medical office staff to distribute:
placing the phone number for
the shuttle service on the side of
the shuttle; and running a map
in the Murray Ledger & Times
showing parking locations
around the hospital.
In his construction update for
the expansion project, construes:
tion manager Steve Gamblin
reported that fireproofing is 100
percent complete on the fourth
and fifth floors; roof light
weight concrete and a base
course is complete on the twostory building: mechanical
rough-in is 35 percent complete
on the second floor and 20 percent complete on the fourth
floor. the No. 3 air handling unit
is in place; metal stud wall
framing is complete in the third
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Tormerier
NOTICE
R The Calloway County
a; Emergency Planning
Committee will meet Monday
night Dec 8 at 7 p m The
meeting will be held at the
Calloway
County
FireRescue Squad Station I ,
101 East Sycamore Street
Murray
The agenda will
include updates to the county Emergency Operation
Plan The public is invited
Questions may be directed
to William Call, Calloway
County
Emergency
Management Director, 293°068.
• The Calloway County
Board of Health will conduct
a special-called meeting
Dec. 10 at noon at the
Calloway County
Health
Center. 602 Memory Ln.,
regarding a board vacancy
and update of district status.
The meeting is open to the
public.
II To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.
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Automakers pitch Congress anew on financial rescue plan

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Humbled U.S. automakers
pleaded with Congress today to
appro% e an expanded $34 billion
rescue package. but heard fresh
skepticism from law makers in a
bumpy encore appearance.

-1A e're here today because
we made mistakes.- General
Motors chief executive Rick
Wagoner told the Senate
Banking Committee in prepared
testimony.
The three executives made

the tnp in new-model autos
Ahead of testifying before
made by their respective compa- the Senate Banking Comnuttee.
nies, two weeks after a botched Wagoner apologized lin asking
attempt for aid that included for the help from taxpayers
harsh criticism of corporate Speaking with reporters, he said,
leaders who flew here on private "We wish the market conditions
jets to beg for money.
were better They're not."

('hrysler CEO Bob Nal-della
said: "I can tell you in my 38
years in business. I've never
attended a more important session where more is reliant upon
both the House and the Senate"

•Proposed cuts ...
From Front
how the SI. hool could best balance attordability and possible budget cuts next
year. They specifically talked about the
need to increase revenue to make up for
the possible losses while still keeping
tuition low enough to retain the students
it currently has.
Judge Jeff Taylor, a MSU regent and
task force chairman, made this point
clear at the beginning of the meeting
when he handed out copies of a
Louisville Courier-Journal story about a
national report on college affordability.
The report gave an "F" to Kentucky and
48 other states. with California being the
only one receiving a passing grade (the
Ledger ran that story Wednesday).
Tom Denton, MSU vice president of
finance and administration, gave a
detailed report to the task force about different types of tuition, scholarships and
discounts offered to students. He said
MSU's two largest sources of revenue
were state appropriations and tuition.
Task force member and fellow Regent
Peg Hays said that for MSU to improve
its financial standing in the face of budget cuts, it must increase its enrollments.
"Whether it's Web-based, extended campus or on-campus, we have to do it," she
said.
Taylor said that while the university
will need to increase its capacity in the

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
SGA President Kara Mantooth tells the Tuition Task Force about her
plans for a student survey on tuition. Pictured from
let to right are task force members Becki Wells, Peg Hays, Mantoot
h arid Jeff Taylor.
future, a recent study concluded that it from non-traditional students,
many of met with eight SGA senators on Tuesday
currently has the ability to enroll an addi- whom can't drive to campus
or to Murray to discuss a student survey about tuition.
tional 2,000 on-campus students. He said for classes.
She said their goal was to get the results
this was in line with MSU's goal to enroll
Lon Mitchum, director of financial to the task force by the end of January.
12,030 students by 2012.
aid and scholarships, said most non-tradi- She said she hoped to survey some
stuCommittee member Mike Freels, tional students did not have time
to be dents dunng class time so that they could
director of MSU's extended campus in full-time students and only took
a few make sure to get their answers back.
Henderson, said the most cost-effective classes at a time. Since most financial
aid
The committee decided to meet again
way to increase enrollments and revenue requires that the recipient be
enrolled on Jan. 14 and 28. Their plan is to make
was to put more effort into the degree full-time, this mean., they
are less likely a tuition recommendation to the Board of
programs at the extended campuses. He to receive any kind of discount.
Regents near the end of April in time for
said this is especially important because
Student Government Association the Regents to vote on the issue
at their
the largest increase in enrollments come President Kara Mantooth
said she had May meeting.

•Beshear-McConnell
From Front

TIMES

LEkERSi

Nevertheless, the two have a
history of bitterly opposing each
other politically.
Beshear unsuccessfully chal-

lenged McConnell for his U.S
Senate seat in 1996. And, the
governor supported Democrat
Bruce Lunsford in his heated bid
against McConnell earlier this
year. McConnell squeaked past

Lunsford by just more than
106.000 votes, despite his ranking
leadership
post
in
Washington.
McConnell
spokesman
Robert Steurer said in a statement that the governor and senator had a "closed door meeting."
"Senator McConnell appreci-

ated Governor Beshear stopping
by his office for a visit to discuss
working together and how best
to move Kentucky's priorities
forward in the new Congress,"
Steurer said.
Beshear said their current
positions make them positioned
to help the state maneuver
through the ongoing financial

cnsis.
"He and I both realize that.
these are very perilous times for
our state and our country,"
Beshear said."As political leaders in our positions, we have the
responsibility of working
together to help our folks get
through it."

•County cemeteries ...
From Front
Cleave. and Miller among others. Some are marked with
Confedetate flags and aging
artificial flowers.
"I come out here and clean
up and blow the leaves,"

Burkeen said. "Some people
come out here and park and I'm
afraid somebody will throw, a
cigarette and set the leaves on
fire and burn the whole place
Coursey says board members
are now taking suggestions from

the public concerning county
cemetenes that may need attention. Suggestions should be in
wntten form and submitted by
mail to: Calloway County
Cemetery Board, c/o Ray
Coursey Jr., 101 S. Fifth Street,
Murray, KY 42071.

111 Hospital board ...
From Front
floor and drywall has begun, 40
percent complete on the second
floor and 30 percent complete
on the fourth floor: and exterior
masonry is complete on the fifth
floor and 35 percent complete
on the two-story building.
Gamblin also noted that the
exterior color scheme on the
new Central Energy Plant would
be painted to match that of the
hospital's expansion project.
Joe
Jones
with JRA
Architects told the board the
expansion project was "right on
schedule and crews would have
to work hard to stay on schedule." He added, "there's a lot of
work, yet, to be done."
Bailey remarked that hospital
officials are already busy working to plan the move to the new
facility. "It will likely be right
after the first of(2010). We have

a long list of teams working on
the process. It is complicated.
and there may be some moving
in phases." he said.
Attorney Chip Adams presented the board with a Medical
Staff Bylaws update, during
which time he discussed slight
wording changes in the document. No action was taken in
regard to the changes. and it was
tabled until the January meeting.
Adams also recommended to
the board that a defined sub-set
of goals for the newly-created
Endowment for Healthcare be
written and presented for
approval at the January board
meeting.
The endowment is the hospital's new fund-raising subsidiary by which it can receive
contributions and bequests.
The board had agreed at its
October meeting to authorize

MCCH representatives to begin
the process of developing the
documents necessary for obtaining a 501 (c)(3) status.
Adams said the defined goals
will assist in acquiring that status, which deals with some
types of non-profit organizations that are exempt from some
federal taxes.
The board also OK'd a management consulting service that
will assist with healthcare.
Bailey reminded the board:
that beginning on New Year's
Day 2009, the hospital will be a
tobacco-free facility. The allinclusive policy also applies to
the Spring Creek Health Care,
facility, he said.
"We're doing this because
we think it's the right thing to
do," he commented.
The board adjourned into
executive sessions for the dis
cussion of pending litigation
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& Special Items
• Weiss Brooch
• Catalin & Bakelite Jewelry
• 1/8 ct. Diamond Pendant
• Hudson's Bay Company Blanket
• Vera Bradley Luggage
• Vintage Silver Aluminum Tree
Proceeds Benefit The Angels Community Clinic
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Cad K. Wilms

Bill Cannady. 76. Murray, died Wednesday. Dec. 3, 2008, at
The funeral for Carl K. Hughes will be today (Thursday) at 2
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home. Mayfield. Rev. Wayne
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was Berry will officiate. Pallbearers
will be Rodney Brewer. Larry
. retired from Bnggs & Stratton and was a member of Wooley, Ronnie
Conyea, Marty Moses, Gary Jones. Jeff Jones and
Poplar Spring Baptist Church where he served as Roger Sims. active; Jimmy Hughes,
Greg and Chad Hall. and P.J.
director of the Van Ministry. Born Oct. I. 1932. in and Andy Price, honorary. Burial
will follow in the Pottsville
Sulphur Spring, Texas. he was the son of the late Cemetery.
Claude and Sammie Lucille Newton Cannady. Two sisters, Sue
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Bryarly and Mary Mihu, also preceded him in death.
Mr. Hughes, 67. Hickory, died Tuesday. Dec. 2. 2008. at 8:06
Survivors include his wife. Carol Kirby Cannady, to whom he am. at Western
Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
was married June 13. 1975; two daughters. Kathy Boyer and husRetired from Continental General Tire after 37 years of service.
band. Bill. Michigan. and Rhonda Van Horn, Murray; two sons, he served
on the Graves County School Board for 17 1/2 years. He
William Van Horn and wife. Sue. Murray, and Scott VanHorn and was a
member of Liberty Baptist Church and of Kentucky Pioneers
wife. Suzanne. Lynn &Nave: two sisters, Barbra Cannady, New Basketball Team.
He was the son of the late Vernon Kelly and
Buffalo. Mich., and Toni Hardin and husband, Jim, St. Joe, Mich.; Geneva Gladys
Westbrook Hughes.
nine grandchildren. James Boyer, Billy Boyer and wife, Tracy, Don
Survivors include his wife. Judith Moses Hughes; one daughter.
$artin. and Kayla Hicks and husband, Jack, all of Michigan, Tracy Jennifer Hughes
Lyell and husband. Steve. Hickory; one brother.
!lardy and husband, Lennie, Almo, Lisa Fox and husband, Jamie, Aubrey (Butch)
Hughes and wife, Jan. Mayfield; three sisters.
Tara Chambers. Anthony Van Horn and wife. Kacey, and Will Van Bronda Sue Hall and husband,
Gary, Mayfield, Belinda Wallis and
Born, all of Murray; 15 great-grandchildren.
husband, Gary. Murray, and Deborah Price and husband, Dennis,
: The (uneral will be Friday at II a.m. at Poplar Spring Baptist New Albany.
Ind.; three grandchildren.
Church. Rev. Dennis Norvell will officiate. Music will be by Bob
Waldrop. Dee & Kathy Lipford and the church choir. Burial will fol- Edward L. Rowland
low in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
The funeral for Edward L. Rowland will be today (Thursday) at
Visitation will be Thursday from 5 to 7 p.m. at Blalock-Coleman 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Spence
k York Funeral Home and after 10 a.m. Friday at the church. Online
Pate will officiate. Pallbearers will be Edwin and
ciondolences may be made a www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
, Shaye Williams, Michael Edward. Jimmy and
• Expressions of sympathy may be made to Poplar Spring Baptist
Kelsey Rowland and Jonathan Kennemore, active;
Church Van Ministry, 749 Poplar Springs Dr.. Murray, KY 42071 or
........„..,......-•••• Rhonda Boles, Dawn,Tammy and Victoria Rowland
The Murray Gideon's. P.O. Box 931, Murray, KY 42071.
and Amy Adams. honorary. Burial will follow in the
Mayfield Memory Gardens with military rites to be conducted by
Forest Leroy Oakley
American Legion Post 426.
Forest Leroy Oakley. 71, Corinth. Texas. died Tuesday. Dec. 2,
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
2008, at his home.
Mr. Rowland, 84. Mayfield, died Monday. Dec. I, 2008, at 5 am.
A retired auto mechanic teacher of Marshall at his home.
County High School, he received his bachelor of sciAn Army veteran of World War !I, he was a retired employee of
ence degree. He served as master sergeant for 23 Jerry's Appliance and a member of Sharon Baptist Church.
years with the United States Air Force.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Nell Ray Rowland; his parBorn Jan. 26, 1937. in Golden Pond, Ky.. he was ents, D.O. and Anrue Geunn Rowland; three brothers, Leon,
Euin
the son of the late Thomas Kelly Oakley and Dovie and Paul Rowland; four sisters, Pauline Rowland.
Clara Martin,
Othlea Bums. Also preceding him in death were one sister, Luta Helen Jarrell and Mary McElrath.
Paye Strickland, one brother, Danny Lyle Oakley, one niece, Lone
Survivors include four sons, Duffy Rowland and wife, Susie.
Ann Edmonds,two stepbrothers. Edgar and Eugeen Smith, and two Hickory, Mike Rowland and Chris
Rowland and wife, Kelly, all of
brothers-in-law. Roger Sutton and Richard Samson.
Mayfield, and Robin Rowland and wife, Alice. Paducah; two daughSurvivors include his wife, Elikabeth (Annie) Oakley; one son, ters, Edna Williamson and husband,
Phillip. Wing°. and Karen
Keith Leroy Oakley, Paducah; one stepson. Ken Gruhlke, Kennemore and husband, Jim. Mayfield;
11 grandchildren; 12 greatLewisville, Texas; one daughter. Kim Miller and husband, Jonathan, grandchildren; one great-great grandchild;
several cousins in
Benton; three granddaughters, Chelsea Oakley, Arab, Ala., Kyleigh Calloway County.
Gruhlke, Moundville. Ala.. and Delaney Miller, Benton; one broth
er, Earl Thomas Oakley. Cadiz; seven sisters, Glenda Sue Northing,
Florida. Rebeccah Dale Taylor, Paducah. Wanda Jane Stonam,
Benton. Julia Ann Edmonds. Canton. Martha Laverne Samson,
Hickman. and Karen Christene Hopkins and Wilma Dean Coy, both
of Murray; sister-in-law, Martha Sutton, Hickory, Creek, Texas;
numerous nieces and nephews and great-nieces and great-nephews.
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)- A month didn't change the result.
The funeral will be Saturday at II a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
candidate in a western Kentucky
Coleman, who has been a
Churchill Funeral Home, Murray. Burial will follow in he Long
mayor's race can have his commissioner for 31 years, says
Creek Cemetery in Trigg County. Visitation will be at the funeral
recount, but it will cost him voters told him after the election
home from 4 to 8 p.m. Fiday.
$8,000 to get it started.
that county residents voted in
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Parkinson Texas Voice
McCracken County Circuit the mayor's race. Hines has
Project. 500 N. Coil Rd.. Richardson, Maas 75080.
Judge
Jeff
Hines
said ordered hearings for those alleWednesday that's the early esti- gations to be held at the end ot
R.C. Scott
mate for the cost of the recount the month.
The funeral for R.C. Scott will be today (Thursday) at 2 p.m. in as a starting figure.
In the meantime, as soon as
the chapel a J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. William B. Miller
City Commissioner Robert Coleman posts the $8,000. the
and Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate. Pallbearers will be Mike Coleman was 48 votes short in recount can begina.‘1.1.fflaa
n told
Scott. Brandon Palmer, David Scott. Don Scott, Roger Ford, Mark the Paducah mayor's race WPSD-1'V in Paducah
that he
Free and Omer Dixon. Burial will follow in the against incumbent Bill Paxton. will pay the cost but isn't sure
IPEU
La Coles Camp Ground Cemetery. Visitation is now at Officials said a recanvass last how yet.
the funeral home.
Mr. Scott. 77, Wiswell Road, Murray, died
Tuesday. Dec. 2, 2008. at 3 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. His death followed an extended illness.
An Army veteran of the Korean War, he was retired from construction work and a member of Grace Baptist Church. Preceding
ments Siticc 1854
him in death were two brothers, Elvin and Roy Scott. and one grandson, John Wayne Wilson. Born May 6. 1931. in Calloway County,
he was the son of the late Roy Scott and Cozy Garland Scott.
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. -858333.833
Survivors include his wife. Bettye Myatt Scott, to whom he was
Air Products
- .61
married July 6. 1954, in Corinth. Miss.; one daughter, Dana Scott
AT&T,
•33
...-13.84•.64
Wilson and husband. George Wayne, Mayfield; two sons. Donald
BB&T
Glenn Scott and wife. Jennifer. Murray, and David Scott and wife,
....._.60.20•.65
Brigp & strati= ...---.....l5.27•.72
Dotty. Lavergne. Tenn.; one sister. Fannie Mae Ford and husband,
Merck
25_27 • 1.19
Herman. Benton; one brother, Marvin Scott and wife, Deloise, and
Bristoi Myers Squibb .-21.40 • 30
one sister-in-law, Wanda Scott. all of Murray: four grandchildren,
Caterpillar
• 38
J.C. Penney..........l9.79•118
Derek Wilson, Shawna Palmer, Jo Beth Scott and Emily Scott; six
Che,roa Texaco Corp ........74.09 • .65
PrVaCO, Inc..........................34.25•.17
great-grandchildren.
Daimler
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Bali in candidate's court in
Paducah election recount
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Mrs. Geneva Misner
A grase•Aile service for Mrs. Geneva Misner will be Friday at 1
p.m. at Elm Grove Cemetery. John Dale will officiate. Visitation will
be Friday from 11 a.m. to 12:40 p.m. at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Fresemus Dialysis of
Murray. 609 S. 12th St.. Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences
may be made at www.imestnillercom.
Mrs. Misner. 79. Murray, died Tuesday. Dec. 2, 2008, at 9:35
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Preceding her in death were her husband, John Misner; three
brothers, Raymond. Henry and Everett Corner; two sisters, Roxie
May Chumbley and Julie Corner. Born Aug. 19, 1929, she was the
daughter of the late Clint cornet and Sally Sturgill Corner.
Survivors include two sons. Michael Misner and wife, Crystal,
Benton, and Johnnie Misner, Murray; one daughter, Kathleen Atkins
and husband. Jerry. Benton; two half brothers, Hubert and Delbert
Comer; seven grandchildren: five great-grandchildren.
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closets in each bedroom. All this 00 1 country acre. $165,000.
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with the media treating the con,
tributions as es idence
Lawson's guilt,- Mackey said in
the motion. He went on to say
that he fears -the jury wouki
similarly equate legal campaign
contnbutions with guilt."forme4
Lawson.
Transportation Secretary Bill
Nighbert and Lawson aide Briaq
Russell Billings were indicted in
September on charges of con(
spiracy, misapplication of proci,
eny and obstruction of justice
after a yearlong FBI probe intd
the awarding of some $130 mil,
lion worth of state highway con:
struction contracts. All hayi
pleaded not guilty.
.•
Their trial is set for April 28
in U.S. District Court in
Frankfort.
A sworn statement by FI31
Agent T. Clay Mason provided
details of the investigation,
which involves allegations that
Nighben and Lawson improperly handled confidential cost esti.;
mates on highway construction
projects in 2006 and 2007.
Mason's statement, filed aa.
pan of a request for a searc4
warrant, alleged that Lawsuq
paid a state engineer, Jamel
Rummage, $20,000 for the estii
mates. Prosecutors allege Mad
Rummage. who was in charge of
overseeing the state's highwaycontracting process between
2005 and 2007, secretly provided the cost estimates to Lawson
or his intermediaries.

...... .•
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Financial Consultants 11.-RI
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square Murray. KY 41071
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HILLIARD LYONS

THE UPS STORE I
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Pfizer. Inc

FRANKFORT. Ky. (API a road contractor
charged in a Kentucky bid-rigging investigation has asked a
judge not to allow prosecutors to
introduce political contributions
as evidence at trial.
Defense attorney Larry
Mackey
filed
motion
a
Wednesday on behalf of
Leonard Lawson, who was
indicted in September along
with one of his employees and a
former top-ranking state official.
Mackey said allowing prosecutors to introduce campaign contributions would be prejudicial
and irrelevant.
A wealthy businessman.
Lawson is widely known for his
contributions to political and
humanitarian
causes
in
Appalachia. The
Leonard
Lawson Cancer Center in
Pikeville is named in his honor.
Lawson, his family and his companies have a long history of
supporting political candidates
running for state and federal
offices.
Mackey supplemented his
motion with references to newspaper articles about Lawson's
philanthropy, including one
from the Lexington HeraldLeader that said the road contractor, his family and employees have given at least $473,000
to candidates since 2004.
-The history of campaign
contributions by Lawson. his
family and employees already
has become front page news,
A lawyer for

.79.90 • 77
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

The Office of
Homeboys, er...
Homeland Security
When Gov. Steve Beshear reorganized state government, he forgot the Office of Homeboys, er,
Homeland Security.
This relatively small operation serves as a funnel for millions of dollars from the federal government to local first-responders and emergency managers.
Created after the terrorist attacks of 2001, the
office is populated mainly by people in non-merit
jobs and has become a safe house for the politically connected.
The latest example, as reported by staff writer
John Cheves, is the hiring of Ralph Coldiron, a
longtime Democratic activist and Beshear campaign
contributor. Coldiron also gave to the governor's
chief of staff Adam Edelen's campaign for Lexington council. He worked for former Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson and former Lexington Mayor Scotty
Baesler and most recently in the restaurant business.
Coldiron will earn $100,000 a year as executivedirector of a board that collects fees from wireless
phone carriers to pay to improve local 911 call
centers.
The job was advertised as paying $60,000 to
$80,000, and Coldiron's predecessor was making
$80,538 after four years Beshear raised the position's pay without informing the fund's board
which now must adjust its budget, although plenty of qualified Kentuckians would have leaped at
a $60,000 job offer.
Others who are or have recently been part of
Kentucky's homeland security office include
Beshear's former campaign driver, a fundraiser for
Democratic Attorney General Jack Conway and a
former staffer to Democratic congressman John
Yarmuth.
The office has had five directors in the last four
years, which speaks ill of continuity in emergency
planning.
None of this is illegal or particularly •zcAndalous,
but Beshear should remember that he's governor
because voters rejected a Republican administration
that was just a little too interested in rewarding
its friends with state jobs.
At a time when Beshear claims to be squeezing
every penny, why not look for efficiencies in an
office that's become a political embarrassment?
The governor could at least consider folding
homeland security into the Kentucky Division of
Emergency Management, which has 14 offices
around the state and a brigadier general in charge.
— Herald-Leader
Lexington, Ky.
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The Best of Families
After a cursory look at
the Murray Ledger & Times.
a newcomer to Murray
remarked she found it disquieting to see notices of AA
and Alanon meetings. "It
makes me think there must
be lots of drinking going
on, she said with a disapproving sniff.
My response was terse: "1
wouldn't want to live in a
place where AA and Alanon
were not available."
I could have added more,
much more, starting with the
cliché that over the years
some of my best friends
(and relatives) have been
regulars at AA and/or
Alanon. The only requirement for membership in AA.
Alcoholics Anonymous, is a
desire to stop drinking.
Alanon -- and Alateen for
younger members -- offer
hope and help to families
and friends of alcoholics.
All over the country, at
all hours of the day and
night, AA and Alanon groups
convene in church halls and
community rooms. There are

1 Year
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no dues or
fees; groups
rely on voluntary contributions of
participants.
Not allied
with any
sect, denomination.
political
organization
Main Street
or instituBy Constance
tion. AA
Alexander
and Almon
Local
do not
Columnist
endorse or
oppose any
causes.
Attending meetings is easy
and newcomers are welcome.
At first, beginners often find
it more comfortable to listen
and learn than to talk, and
members are available to
answer questions before and
after meetings.
A basic principle of
anonymity means that AA
and Alanon meetings are
confidential. Participants do
not disclose whotn they see
or what they hear at meet-

ings. Recently, an anonymous
friend shared her sentiments
about Alanon because it has
been such a help to her and
her family, especially during
the holiday season.
"Many families find that
alcoholism is a disease of
isolation," she wrote. She
explained that Alanon gave
her a chance to connect with
a "family" of people who
did not judge, lecture, or
blame. Through meetings,
she and her children enjoyed
the fellowship of others who
had dealt with the same
issues to gain insight about
a disease they didn't cause
and couldn't cure.
Some compare living in a
family dealing with an addiction to being in a place
where there is a huge hole
in the middle of the room
that everyone tries to ignore.
Alanon provides a safe place
to talk about it.
During the holidays, my
fnend said, "My children,
especially my youngest child
who attended AlaTeen, also
had non-threatening situations

when they were together
with their program friends.
When my son got married at
the age of 31, some of his
AlaTeen friends were at the
wedding...they are still in
touch. It was so important as
a mother to feel that no
matter how sad or difficult
the holidays were, there was
a haven for my children and
me."
"The programs of Al-Anon
and AlaTeen were lifesavers
for us during the most crucial times for the family."
my friend concluded. "I don't
know where we would be
today without our second
'family."
More information about
Alanon meetings is online at
www.A1Anonfamilygroups.org. The
official Alcoholics Anonymous site is www.AA.org.
Read Main Street online
at www.murrayledgercom.
Contact the columnist directly
at
constanceakxander@ newwave
comm.net.

The Whole Story
I once heard the Appalachian writer
and humorist Loyal Jones tell this
story, and I have used
it ever since to teach
perspective or point
of view to students in
my History classes.
One week, a traveling salesman had
finished his sales
quota early, so he
went home to his
apartment on Thursand day, rather than SaturBy
day. He brought
By James
flowers to surprise his
Duane Bolin
young wife with his
Ledger & Times early arrival.
Columnist
As he placed his
key in the lock of his
apartment door, he distinctly heard giggling, and upon entering the front room
he smelled cigar smoke (and he didn't
smoke cigars).
Oh my.
He rushed into the bedroom to find
his disheveled wife in a certain stage
of undress. He rushed to the open

HT:

sliding door that led to a balcony, and
from this balcony he looked down on
the balcony below to find a man in a
robe contentedly smoking a cigar.
Enraged, the young husband put two
and two together, and spying a large
wooden wardrobe near the door, he
shoved the wardrobe onto the balcony
and over the ledge onto the balcony
below In the process the man's coat
got caught in the door of the wardrobe
and he went over the ledge with it.
Man and wardrobe fell on the man on
the balcony below, instantly killing both
the traveling salesman and his cigarsmoking rival.
St. Peter met the traveling salesman
at the Pearly Gates and asked him,
"Did you die a peaceful death or a
violent death?" The man explained
that he had come home to his apartment early from a sales trip, only to
find an unfaithful wifc in a bedroom
smelling of cigar smoke. Upon seeing
a man smoking a cigar on the balcony
below, he divined the story and in his
mad rush to topple the wardrobe on
the man he himself had gone over the
ledge with the wardrobe.

St. Peter met a second man at the
Pearly Gates and asked him the same
question, "Did you have a peaceful
death or a violent death?" The man
said that one balmy summer evening he
was enjoying a cigar on his balcony
when a crazy man and a wardrobe toppled onto him, killing him instantly.
A third man approached the Pearly
Gates, and St. Peter asked him, "Did
you have a peaceful death or a violent
death?" "Well." he began, "I was in
this wardrobe . . ."
This story is not about adultery.
Nor is it about death and dying. Here
we have three renditions, three perspectives, of the same event. And we
don't know the whole story until we
have heard all three stories, all three
points of view.
What does this teach us about history? What does this story teach us
about life?
Duane Bolin teaches in the Department of History at Murray State University. Contact him at
duane.bolin@murraystate.edu
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Editor's Note: The fallowing letter was addressed
to the citizens of Murray
and Calloway County:
As you may already
know. Murray-Calloway
County Hospital is going
tobacco-free on January I.
2009. As of this date, no
tobacco use of any kind will
be permitted — inside or
outside — on our property.
This initiative will also
include the elimination of
designated areas outside Murray Hospital where employ-

ees, patients, and visitors
currently use tobacco products.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has joined national.
state and regional efforts to
reduce the negative health
effects related to tobacco use
and exposure. As a health
care organization, we are
committed to the health and
safety of our employees,
patients, visitors, and physicians. We believe that we
have a responsibility to take
a leadership role on this

major health issue and allowing people to use tobacco
products defeats this purpose.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's decision to go
tobacco-free is not an
attempt to "force" anyone to
quit using tobacco products.
Rather, the tobacco-free initiative is a demonstration of
our ongoing commitment to
improving the health of our
community.
We are asking for your
support in Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's tobacco_

free initiative. We are working with several hospitals
and healthcare facilities as a
tobacco-free collaborative and
appreciate your help and
support as we head toward
January 1, 2009.
If you have questions or
concerns, please feel free to
contact me at 762-1102.
Sincerely,
Keith Bailey, CEO
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Low,
Haertling named Outstanding
Senior for December at MSU
Murray Ledger & Times

COM

MSU Public Relations
Ante Rae Haertling has been
named
Murray
State
University's Outstanding Senior
for December 2008. The
announcement was made at the
traditional senior breakfast held
today in the Curris Center
Ballroom.
Attie is the daughter of Steve
and
Amy
Haertling
of
Nashville, III. A member of
White College. she is a
December graduation candidate
to receive the bachelor of arts in
business degree with an area in
marketing.
As part of her collegiate
experience. Haertling completed a Study Abroad program in
Regensburg that focused on a
progressive study of the
German language and its culture. While,there, she traveled
independently to 18 major
European .‘ cities
within
Germany, Austria, Switzerland.
The Netherlands, Italy, Spain
and France to advance her
knowledge on a variety of political, economic and social structures.

roles as a member of Alpha
Kappa Psi business fraternity,
including president, master of
rituals and professional events
chair. She is also a member of
Beta Gamma Sigma business
honor fraternity and the
National Society of Collegiate
Scholars, and sang for two years
with the MSU Concert Choir.
The Mary Moore Lassiter
Business Scholarship and J.
Melton and Elizabeth H.
Marshall Business Scholarship
have been awarded to her.
Outside of the college campus.
Haertling has taken an active
Mk Rao Ilasetling
role in the local community
Haertling is a Dean's List serving as assistant director of
student and ranks in the top 10 children's ministries at the First
percent of her senior class. She United Methodist Church in
has been active in her residen- Murray.
tial college, serving as president
After graduation, Haertling
and college council member plans to pursue a career in the
since 2007. She was elected as field of sports marketing.
the White College candidate for
She will lead the student proHomecoming Queen, was cession and address the graduatactive in intramural sports for ing class at Murray State's 2008
the college and served as co- December
Commencement
captain for its Relay for Life exercises on Saturday, Dec. 13,
team.
at 10 a.m. in the Regional
She has served in a variety of Special Events Center.
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Photo prowled

SURVEY RESULTS: College of Business and Public Affairs students presented the results of
a survey of the Western Kentucky Regional Fiddle Festival to Murray Convention and Visitors
Bureau personne! The team designed a survey and gathered and analyzed data from festival
visitors. From left to right they are: Stephanie Harrington; Kylie Urquhart. Klah Clayton;
Lindsay Geib, Executive Director; Adam Farmer; Erin Carrico, Convention and Event
Coordinator; Diane Nunn. Joe Van Hooser: and Maggie McKay

BBB alert: Cyber criminals pose
as FedEx, ups to trick consumers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Better Business Bureau
In an effort to take advantage of cash-strapped
is warning consumers to keep their guard up and holiday shoppers, phishing e-mails are circulating
their wits about them in order to fend off a new pretending to be from retailers such as Wal-Mart.
string of phishing e-mails making the rounds this One e-mail has a subject line that reads. "Online
holiday season.
Survey from Wal-Mart Stores!!!" And the body of
Hackers and scarrtmers are pretending to be the message states. "This survey has been sent
customer service personnel from some of the only to a few people from our random generator!",
biggest names in business — including FedEx. and "You've been selected to take part in our
UPS, and Wal-Mart. Hackers are impersonating quick and easy 9 questions survey. In return we
well-known companies that do a lot of business will credit $90.00 to your account - Just for your
this time of year — specifically retailers and ship- time!" Ultimately, the e-mail includes a link to a
ping companies — in order to quickly earn recip- Web site where the recipient is supposed to take
ients' trust and gain access to computer drives, the survey, but in fact leads to a phishing site.
files and accounts to steal personal information
BBB advises consumers to not respond to
such as Social Security, bank or credit card num- unsolicited e-mails that promise money for
bers.
answering surveys. Spam e-mails that offer big
Following are three phishing e-mails BBB has rewards with little effort will almost invariably
spotted, and that con artists are relying on this hol- cost you in the end.
iday season to take advantage of consumers:
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E-cards are an extremely popular — and inexHackers have created phishing e-mails which pensive — way to deliver season's greetings to
pretend to be from shipping companies claiming loved ones. Typically, with legitimate e-cards, the
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times that there is a problem with delivery of merchan- recipient receives an e-mail with a hyperlink that
Murray Postmaster Vincent Birk demonstrates how customers can plan, package, stamp and dise. Commonly, the e-mail will include a hyper- will take the user to the e-card which is housed on
mall their Christmas holiday packages from the comfort of their own home during a demon- link for recipients to click that will take them to a Web site. Unfortunately, by design. e-cards are
another Web site that might install malware or an extremely easy way for hackers to disguise
;tration Wednesday afternoon at the Post Office.
solicit personal information. A message currently their phishing e-mails and direct users to their
making the rounds has a subject line that looks Web sites which install viruses and malware.
like, "Subject: Tracking Number 13040065504."
Consumers should think twice before clicking
The body of the message claims that a package on a link in an e-card e-mail as the hackers will
couldn't be delivered and advises the recipient. often use logos from recognized brands and corn:
"To take your package back you should print the panics in order to appear legitimate.
•
copy of invoice that is in the added file." Of
Phishing e-mails posing as e-cards can be di&
course, the attachment is actually a virus that will ficult to spot. Spelling and grammatical mistakes
infect the computer if opened.
are a huge red flag. Also, don't follow the link in
By TOM BERRY
Birk said while demonstratui
season.
The BBB advises instead of clicking on the an e-card if you don't recognize the name of the
Staff Writer
the program to customers
"Our goal is to show what a
link in the e-mail, go directly to the shipper's Web sender.
The U.S. Postal Service
Wednesday.
great bargain our shipping
Consumers who receive suspicious e-mail's
kicked oft the Christmas
"It's very convenient and it prices are and how conveniently site or contact the company via phone in order to
mailing season Tuesday and will save you a trip and waiting customers can take care of all confirm whether there is a shipping problem with should report them to the Internet Crime
package.
your
Do not open attachments to unso- Complaint Center at www.ic3.gov.
Murray Postmaster Vincent Birk through long lines at the post their shipping
needs
at licited e-mails
For more information on staying safe when
wants customers to know they office," he added.
usps.com," said Steve Kearney,
shopping online this holiday season, and for a host
can save a trip to the post office
Of course, businesses may senior vice president of cusSurreys Offering Holiday Spending of other seasonal tips, go to www.bbb.org.
by packing, petting and mailing take advantage of the same tomer relations for USPS in a
their packages from the comfort opportunity and are encouraged news release. "They can do all Cash
of their own home.
to do so.
of their shipping online at
With the aid of the USPS
Birk said holiday mail traffic usps.com to save money from
Web site at www.usps.com. Birk is expected to increase dramati- the comfort of their own home
says anyone can plan a ship- cally as the days to Christmas or office."
PRINCETON,
Ky.
- begin with lunch and registra- Tim Stombaugh will discuss
ment. order boxes, packages and become fewer and fewer and
Wi 11 use of the program, you Biofuels have gained popularity tion at noon Dec. 17 at the energy
savings on the farm and
other supplies, print out postage everyone is encouraged to mail can look up zip codes, compare in recent years and are becomHenderson County Cooperative Adam Andrews of the Kentucky
and schedule a pick-up by your early.
services, calculate the cost. ing a more viable alternative Extension Office. The program
Corn Growers Association will
friendly postman through the
"We've already had long order supplies, print necessary fuel option for farmers, while at will
repeat beginning with regis- give an overview of carbon
convenience of your own home lines and, of course, they will postage and order a pick-up. The the same time helping them
tration at 8 a.m. Dec. 18 at the credits.
get even longer as we get closer site also offers a chart compar- reduce their carbon footprint. UK Research
computer.
and Education
Lunch is included at either
"All yoe need that we can't to Christmas," he said. "This is ing the cost of different services; The University of Kentucky Center in
Princeton.
site for those who register by
supply is a small scale to weight just a way to avoid all the hassle including international mailing.
Cooperative Extension Service
UK Agricultural Engineer Dec. 14. For additional informathe packages. Everything else and mail your packages right
For more information about is offering a half-day conference Sam
McNeill and
John tion call Mike Smith,(270)826can be done online from order- from your own home."
how to mail packages from in two locations to address cur- Dunaway. from UK's Center for
8387, Susan Fox (270) 388ing the materials to printing
USPS expects to process home, go online to www. rent farm biofuels topics.
Applied Energy Research will 2341. McNeill at (270)365:
postage to calling for the mail- more than 19 billion holiday usps.com.
The 2008 Western Kentucky address the current energy situa- 7541, ext 213. or your local
man to pick up the package," cards, letters and packages this
Farm Biofuels Conference will tion. UK Agricultural Engineer county extension office.

Postal Service offering
•.•
convenient mailing options

Biofuels conference set for 2 locations
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E-Cards

Elf On The Shelf
Initial Ornaments
Coton Colors Pottery
Initial Wallets
Monogrammed Tote Bag
Gourmet Food Baskets
Personalized Ornaments
Boxed Stationery Sets
Monogrammed Aprons
Outdoor/Indoor Rugs
Children's Christmas Outfits
Monogrammed Insulated Tumblers
Vinyl Wall Quotes
Jewelry/Makeup Cases
Gingerbread Houses & Kits

WEIItVE 1101T1;:in
Our New Location is:
Primary Care Medical Center
1000 South t2th Street
Murray. KY .42071
For Appointment Call:
877-826-3976
Dr. Spindler, Orthopaedic Surgeon.
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Hazel open
house to be
this weekend

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment
scheduled Friday at Goshen Church

HAZEL. K. — A Christmas Open House has been
scheduled in downtown Hazel
this weekend.
Sharon Ray, owner of The
Cabin shop, said the event will
take place both Saturday and
Sunday and invites everyone
to come out for a special holiday treat.
Special singing and events
are planned.
"Carolers from the fourtn,
fifth and sixth grade classes
at Eastwood Christian Academy will be up and down the
streets with their beautiful songs
of Christmas," Ray said."Great
bargains will be in every shop.
Good food will be enjoyed by
all who come and visit us that
day."
Santa Claus will visit from
Photo provided
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday REWARDS: Murray Elementary Students students earn a gold tag when they have received
afternoon to greet children and 10 tiger tags for going above and beyond the Guidelines for Success. Janet S. Caldwell,
prinadults.
cipal, presents the gold tags to students on the Tiger Cub News program each
morning.
"He will be giving out candy Students receiving the award during the week
of Nov. 10- 13 were: from left, first row, P1:
donated by the Hazel Lions Patrick Jones, Kassady
Lopez, Natalia Karvounis, Lucinda White, Grace Kelly, P3-Parker
Club," Ray said.
Greer, Casey Harpole and William Miller; second row: P2: Andrew Brown, Cooper
Houck,
Of course, all of Hazel's
Chaz Fitzpatrick, Ally Hathcock, Mia Todd, Noah Merriss, Lily Vanover, Rachel
antique, collectibles and gift
Clark and Zion
shops will be open with some Jacoby; third row: P3-Hannah Patterson, Reagan Peery, P4: Sophie Bazik, Mason Spann,
Elizabeth Jones, Tavarius Starks, Hannah Derby and Lydia Grogan.
offering discounts.

'Friends of LBL' photo contest winners announced
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — petition in the contest were;
The winners of the first Land birds, mammals, habitat, small
Between The Lakes Photo Con- world, connecting people and
test: Honoring Gene Boaz pre- nature, and digitally enhanced.
sented by "Friends of LBL," Participants could compete in
the Land Between The Lakes all six categories. Contest rules
Association was presented at the required that all photos sub25th Anniversary Celebration mitted be taken in or of Land
of the Land Between The Lakes Between The Lakes National
Association held at Lake Recreation Area.
Barkley State Resort Park ConThree places were awarded
vention Center on Saturday, in each category with a Grand
Nov. I.
Prize Winner being selected
The six categories of corn- trom the top finishers in the
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"Kentucky Certified Nursers.
Professionals''
Open Mon. - Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

six categories. First places
finishers received a $300 cash
prize, second place received
$150. and third place received
$50. The Grand Prize winner
received $500. The contest entry
fee was $20.
The contest winners were
as follow:
Birds - 1st Place, Carl Wilson, Palmyra, Tenn.; 2nd Place,
Al Perry, Evansville, Ind; 3rd
Place. Ray Stainfield, Cadiz,.
Mammals - 1st Place, Ray
Stainfield; 2nd Place, Sherry
Bailey, Dover, Tenn; 3rd Place.
Tamil Stainfield, Cadiz.
Habitat - 1st Place, Jim
Ethridge, Paducah; 2nd Place,
Ray Stainfield; 3rd Place, Jim
Ethridge.
Small World - Susan Corbin,
Big Sandy, Tenn; 2nd Place.
Al Perry; 3rd Place Brent Nors worthy, Murray.
Connecting People and
Nature - 1st Place, Al Perry;
2nd Place, Jim Ethridge; 3rd
Place, Tom Fusco, Grand
Rivers.
Digitally Enhanced - 1st
Place, Teresa Germeinhardt,
Anniston, Mo; 2nd Place, Lynn
Knoedler, Woodlawn; Tenn; 3rd
Place, Murray Blake, Hopkinsv iIle.
Grand Prize - Carl Wilson.
The winning photos can be
viewed through the "Friends
of LBL" website at www.friendsofibl.org or at the photo con-

Share The Hope is collecting items and monetary donations for its annual trip to take
the items to Breathitt County
in the rural Mountains of Eastern Kentucky on Dec. 12. This
is a remote area of the state
where
unemployment
is
extremely high.

Monetary donations may be
sent to Share The Hope. 481
Vancleave Rd., Murray, KY
42071. For information on pickups or where to bring donations call Founder/President
Philip Lynn Rogers at Share The
Hope at 753-1001 or Charleen
Chandler 731-247-5 I 87.

-Family portraits made in your home-

*Only $20 sitting fee - m your home
No sitting fee for in-studio appointments
*$49 package (includes one
8x10, two 5x7's dr 8 wallets)
Call to schedule your session today
753-8809 daytime
753-0231 after hours & evenings
(limited availability)

New Beginnings Support Group will meet Saturday at
Westside Baptist Church. A Gordon Douglas Christian Comedy DVD will be shown starting at 7 p.m. A potluck meal will
begin at 6:30 p.m. The public is invited. For a ride call 7530156.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Reformer's Unanimous to meet
Reformer's Unanimous, a faith based addictions program,
will meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. The public is invited. Child care is provided. For
more information or for a ride call the church office at 7531834.

Compassionate Friends Support Group will have its annual
candle lighting memorial service tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m.
at the University Church of Christ. North 12th Street, Murray.
Persons are asked to use the back entrance. Each one is asked
to bring a candle in a holder, a picture of your child, and a
dish for the potluck meal. Bread, drinks and utensils will be
furnished. This is for all parents who have lost a child or
young adult through death. For more information call Hilda
Bennett at 753-6926 or 498-8324. or Kerry Lambert, hospital
chaplain, at 762-1274. Meetings in Jannary will be at 7 p.m
on second and fourth Thursdays at the Murray-Calloway Coun
ty Hospital.

Churches plan fundraiser
First Christian. Memorial Baptist. New Life and St. John
Missionary Baptist Churches will provide a chili supper on
Friday from 5 to 8 p.m. at thc Robert 0. Miller Building on
the Murray courtsquare during the Dickens Square event. Proceeds will go to the funds for the Hospice Residential house

Rotary Club plans breakfast

Tickets are now available for the Murray Rotary Club. •
annual ham breakfast to be held at Pagliai's Restaurant on Sat
urday, just prior to the club's Christmas Parade. They arc
available from Rotary Club members, at Chamber of Commerce, Convention & Visitors Bureau (Robert 0. Miller Conference Center), Murray-Calloway County Hospital and local
banks. Proceeds from this 27th annual breakfast will go to the
newly established Murray Rotary (Club) Foundation for Families and Children. The club meets each Thursday at Pagliai's.

Four Rivers Group will meet

Four Rivers Music Friends arc scheduled to meet Sunday
at 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For more
information contact Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Holiday program Friday

The Jackson Purchase Dance Company will present a
holiday favorite. "A Christmas Carol" on Friday It 7:30 p.m.
at
Murray State University Lovett auditorium. The program
will
also include featured performers of the Calloway County
Middle School 8th grade choir and dance ensemble. Admission
1,
$8 for adults and $6 for students under the age of
16. No
reservations will be taken.

4-H

Cooking Club to meet Friday

The 4-H Cooking club will meet Friday from 3:30
to 7
p.m. at Westsile Baptist Church. The cost is $5 per
person
which includes snack, dinner and desserts. Each one
is asked
to bring a container to take home extras. A short meeting
will
follow dinner to make final plans for the 4-H
banquet. Persons may bring recipes to share. Due to injury, parent
volunteers are needed for this class. Anyone interested
call Wilda
Jetton at 293-6959.

*

A Great Place to Shop

0II

*Day,evening and weekend
appoiritilitlits

New Beginnings Group will meet

* IDCW TCW

Holiday Special
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By Jo Burkeen Shrine Bingo Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday
Community
at 6:30 at the club building on Ky. 121
Editor
North, Murray. The public is invited.

-44ts,.30-4 14,'

eAllisonCPItotogfaphy

At this hectic time of year, let us come to your home to make your family
pictures for a personal and unique touch. Portraits made of your children
or all of the family in your surroundings whether inside or outdoors

Jo's
Datebook

Compassionate Friends is tonight

test website www.lblphotocontest.org. Judges for the competition were painter and writer
Don Cull of Bagdad. who has
over 25 years on experience
as a professional photographer.
Charlie Palek has been a professional photographer and
writer for over 35 years and
lives in Columbia, Mo. Marty
Colburn has been a professional photographer and videographer for 34 years. Marty, who
was also the co-chair of the
contest along with his wife
Brenda, is from Calvert City
where he has a photo gallery.
A total of 116 people registered for the contest from 12
states with 63 submitting photos. Entries were received from
as far away as California, Georgia and Wisconsin. .
"Friends of LBL" expressed
thanks to all those who participated in the contest and the
many sponsors and supporters
that made it a success. Information on the 2009 Land
Between The Lakes Photo Contest will be posted to the website in the near future. "Friends
of LBL" is a private, non-profit organization that provides
educational and information
services at the Land Between
The Lakes in partnership with
the USDA Forest Service. For
information about "Friends of
LBL" or to join, visit our website at www.friendsofibl.org. .

Donations being accepted

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment
Ministry will meet Friday at Goshen United Methodist Church from 7 to 9 with
musical guests being the group, The Smith
Family, and soloist, Roxanne Kaler. Items
for Need Line will be taken.
The church is located on Ky. 121 North
at Stella. The public is invited. For more
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643,
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea
at 761-2666.
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KET to air local marching finalists
Clips of Callway County and
Murray high school bands will
be featured
on Kentucky
Educational Television on
Sunday. Dec. 14.
Kentucky high school musicians were on the march Nov. I
at Papa John's Cardinal Stadium
in Louisville for this year's state
high school band competition.
Highlights of the day's performances are presented in Kentucky
State High School Marching
Band Championships 2008.
which will air at 1 p.m. Dec. 14
on KET I.
The show features performances of the full marching show
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Dunbar
High
School,
Lexington, second place; North
Hardin High School. third place;
and John Hardin High School.
Elizabethtown. fourth place.
Class 4A, Calloway County
High School, second place;
Boyle County High School,
third place; and Mercer County
High School, fourth place.
Class 3A,Adair County High
School, second place; Garrard
County High School, third
place; and LaRue County High
School, fourth place.
Class 2A, Muhlenburg
County High School. second
place; Shelby Valley High

School, Pikeville. third place..
and Caldwell County High
School. fourth place.
Class A. Beechwood High
School, second place; Murray
High School, third place: and
Mayfield High School, fourth
place.
Kentucky State High School
Marching Band Championships
2008 is produced by Box 5
Productions/Louisville. More
information about KET programming and education services, as well as how to support
KET, can be found at
www.ket.org.

Tickets on sale for Paris fundraiser

moms,
's Epis' prizes.
ne. For

annual
7 p.m.
Murray.
is asked
1. and a
will be
:hild or
11 Hilda
hospital
7 p.m
y Coun-

of the first-place bands in all
five classes, as well as highlights of the bands that finished
in second, third and fourth place
in each class.
Top bands whose full performances will be featured are:
Class 5A, Lafayette High
School, Lexington; Class 4A,
Madisonville-North Hopkins
High School; Class 3A.
Bourbon County High School;
Class 2A, Washington County
High School; and Class A.
Williamstown High School.
Other schools' performances
that appear in the program are:
Class 5.A . Paul Laurence

'Oliver!' arrives in
Paducah next month

Cre:7) Jca,cs
PARIS, Tenn.- What United
States president dri,res a hybrid,
lives in a 600 square foot home
and is holding a town hall meeting and fundraiser in Paris.

Tenn.? The answer is President
Allison Taylor (a.k.a. Cherry
Jones) from the hit TV drama
"24.- Event tickets went on sale
Saturday, Nov. I.
Jones, a Henry County native
will visit Paris on Saturday.
April 18, 2009 for four back-toback fundraising events, all
keyed around "24" which airs
on the Fox network in January.
"This will be a full day of activities for fans of '24' or for those
who are curious about working
in television," said Jones.
Four separate events will
take place that day: a photo op,
an auction, a town hall meeting
and an after party. One hundred
percent of the proceeds will be
divided among five local charities: Lee Academy for the Arts,

ArtsintheRegion
• "A Christmas Story" will be
at Playhouse in the Park at 7:30
p m. on Friday and Saturday
and at at 2:30 p.m. Sunday. It
will continue the following two
weekends at the same times
For tickets, call, 1-800-651-1603
or 759-2199.
• The Jackson Purchase
Players will present the ballet of
Charles Dickens' "A Chnstmas
Carol" at 7:30 p.m. Friday at
Lovett Auditohum. For tickets.
call 809-5555 or 1-877-8944474.
•Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
will present the Jackson
Purchase Friends of Bluegrass
Night free of charge at 7:30 p.m.
Friday.

•The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah will play
"March of the Penguins" at 4
p.m. Saturday as part of its
"Movies For Me" children's film
series.
•Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
will present the "Old Fashion
Country Chnstmas Show" at 8
p.m. Saturday. For tickets, call
270-527-3869 or 1-888-4598704
• The Murray Art Guild will
hold an opening reception at 2
p.m. Sunday for the ''Member's
Exhibition: MAG MINIS &
Holiday Card Challenge." The
exhibition will run through Dec.
23.
• A String Preparatory
Program Recital will be held at 2
p m. Sunday at MSU's
Performing Arts Hall.

• Murray State University's
annual "Madrigal Feaste" will be
held at 6:30 p.m. Friday and
Saturday at Ordway Hall. For
reservations. call 809-6448.

• Wells Studio in Mayfield yviii
open a 70th anniversary photo
exhibit from 2 to 4 p.m. Sunday
The exhibit will remain open until
the end of December.

• The annual "Festival of
Trees" exhibit will open at the
Janice Mason Art Museum on
Saturday at 4 p.m. before the
Cadiz Christmas paiade. There
will also be an ornament auction
and the exhibit will remain open
until Dec. 31.

• The Luther F. Carson Four
Rivers Center in Paducah will
present the Moscow Ballet's
"Great Russian Nutcracker" at
7:30 p.m. Tuesday. For tickets,
call (270)450-4444.

• The Luther F. Carson Four
Rivers Center in Paducah will
present the musical comedy
"Dirty Rotten Scoundrels" at 7:30
p.m. on Friday and Saturday.
For tickets, call (270)450-4444.

To add an event to the arts
calonda.. contact Hawkms
Teague at
753-1916 or
hteague murrayledgercom.

Paris-Henry
County
Arts
Council, Paris-Henry County
Heritage Center, Downtown
Paris Association and Friends of
the W.G. Rhea Library. Tickets
for the town hall meeting and
the after party go on sale at Jack
Jones Flowers and Gifts in
Downtown Paris on Saturday.
Nov. I, 2008. Tickets must be
paid for in cash.
The events that take place on
Saturday. April 18. 2009
include:
• Photo-op with President
Allison Taylor: Get your cameras ready for this opportunity to
have your photo snapped with a
sitting president. Pricing, location and time are to be
announced.
•Silent auction of"24" memorabilia - Jones has gathered
scripts, gun shells, autographs
and other items of interest from
the set of "24." Many are oneof-a-kind. Location and time are
to be announced.
• A town hall meeting with
President Allison Taylor: A limited number of tickets are available for this event which takes
place at the !Crider Performing
Arts Center at 7 p.m. Tickets arc
$15 for general admission and
$20 for reserved seats. The
event, which celebrates the
Krider's 10th anniversary will
feature an on-stage interview
with Jones followed by questions from audience members.
• The '24' after-party: Visit
with Jones and fans of the show
and during this nightcap event at
Lee Academy for the Arts
immediately after the town hall
meeting around 9:30 p.m.
Tickets arc $50 for this event,
which is limited to 100 guests.

A two-time Tony Award
Winner ("The Heiress" and
"Doubt"), Jones has spent her
share of hours on theatre and
movie sets, but television was
"fairly unfamiliar territory," she
said. 'Working on '24' has been
a wonderful experience. It's a
Photo provided
well-crafted show with actors.
directors, writers and crewmem- An actor portraying the title character in "Oliver" begs for
hers who are disciplined. yet more food in the production coming soon to the Carson
kind. They are so inclusive: I Center.
immediately felt right at home
PADUCAH, Ky. - -Consider Yourself' enchanted by "Oliver!"
on the set."
The fundraiser is sponsored Hailed as one of the best-loved family musicals of all time.
by
PARIS!
magazine, -Oliver!" brings to the stage some of Charles Dickens' most unforWENK/WTPR and KF/KQ gettable characters along with one of Broadway's most memorable
radio stations, West Tennessee scores. Hits such as "Consider Yourself At Home-,"Food, Glorious
Printing and the Krider Food" and "Where Is Love" surround this heartwarming tale of the
Performing
Arts
Center. young orphan Oliver Twist in this all new production of Lionel
"Because anticipation is half the Ban's magical musical.
Directed by Clayton Phillips, this newest staging of Lionel
pleasure, tickets are available
early," said PARIS! Editor Ban's masterpiece will continue to delight audiences when it comes
Susan Jones. "They make real to the Carson Center in Paducah for two perfortnances on Saturday.
one-of-a-kind gifts." Sponsors Jan. 17 at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday. Jan. 18 at 2:30 p.m. Call(270)450
anticipate raising more than 4444 or online at www.thecarsoncenter.org for tickets.
Based on Charles Dickens literary classic "Oliver Twist,"
$10,000 for the non-profit
"Oliver!" follows one spirited orphan on his journey through the
organizations.
A kick-off to the April IS, colorful underworld of 19th century London in search of love and
2(X)9 event is slated at Leach's acceptance. The production debuted in London in 1960 and transMusic on Sunday when a two- ferred to Broadway in 1963. An instant hit, the show was nominathour movie airs as a prequel to ed for 10 Tony Awards and won three, including Best Music &
the new season, according to Lyrics. The 1968 film version received II Academy Award nomiMike Key of Leach's. The pre- nations and on 5, including Best Score.
"Oliver!" is presented by Jam Theatricals and the Carson Center
quel, "24: Redemption" stars
Emmy Award-winner Kiefer as part of the 2(8)8-09 Broadway Season in Paducah.
Sutherland along with new cast
members Jones and Academy
Award-winner Jon Voight. Ti
see
a
trailer, log
on
www.fox.com/24.
For more information oil
these fundraising events, call
Susan Jones at PARIS! magazine at 731-644-9926 or GaMe,
Hedges with WENIUWTPR and
KF/KQ radio stations at 731644-4412.
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Kentucky Opry throws
a 'Country Christmas'
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December 5-6, 2008
6:30y.m.
Murray State University
Ordway Trail

DRAFFENV1LLE, Ky. - The Chnstmas season has started al
Draffenville's Kentucky Opry with "A Country Christmas Show.'"
The Country Christmas Show features a wide assortment of youi
Christmas favorites, comedy, and also tells the biblical story ot
Christ's birth through song and recitation.
Clay Campbell, owner and producer of the Kentucky Opry
shows, said the Christmas show will help local and area resident,
enjoy and celebrate the Christmas season.
Upcoming shows are on Dec 6, 12, 13, 19 and 20 at 8 p.m. There.
will also be a matinee at 2:30 p.m. on Dec. 13.
Dec. 5 is a free bluegrass night brought sponsored by the
Purchase Area Friends of Bluegrass. Several bands will perform
For More information Call 270-527-3869.

Reserved-seating only
Calf(27o)8o9-6448
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Crinnter Colpirg
Downtown!

Min Street 4.

Merriment
2008

Come visit Santa in his house ,
on the following dates:

CAROL OF LIGHTS - 5:00 PM
In front of tree on court square

Friday, Dec.5th • 4 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 6th • 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 13th • 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 20th • 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 21st • 1:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 23rd • 12:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 24th • 10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

MUltRAy

SANTA IN HIS HOUSE ON THE SQUARE - 4:00 PM
ARTISTS/CRAFTERS

HOMEMADE CHILI & BAKED GOODS

COZY CRITTERS PONY RIDES

KELSO'S CARRIAUE RIDES

cTORYTELLINU, Ml•-•1( & MUCH MORE!

VISIT DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES
for special discounts and giveaways!

I hank You Sponsors!
Sromored by

D\iLIRRAy
Mfg

tr
mmun

Court Square
Murray

tiret—

DICKENS ALLEY - 5:30 Pm
Maple Street Alley /Conference Center
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Kelso's Mules
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
Next to Hope Harbor Church
Linder new Ma nagement

Mon-Sat Sam-2Pssi
Sarn-litent
Sun oitly` 7airs2prri

270 753-4826
notice

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS,full-time, training
provided, must be
dependable,
pay
hourly rate and bonuses. Apply in person:
Signmasters. 8503 US
Hwy 68 East, Benton
(Fairdealing)

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercorn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shtfts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray. KY. No
phone calls.

I'm Al Page, the General Manager. call me
and well schedule a time to meet this week.
/2701 247-9300.

Purchase Ford Lincoln Mercury
Equal Opporturuty Employer!

Rawly Thornton company
eetablished In 1.937
Have openings for H1)11- ,Service

rechnietaresAnd IIVAC Duet
and ineutulMechanics.
'fi8e-SESf-0emvnesnTtarl s
tiCerfite Antrbei,EPA -eettitied.
•we 000f-itcelltent pay and
more than competitive benefit package

. Send resume to
802 Gheelnut St
, Murray. KY-420711-

IF Yol. i I AVE LOST OR FOUND
A PET WE WILL RUN AN AD
ONE DAY FOR FREE
Murray Ledger & limes
270-753-1916
140
Want to Buy

LOOKING for housecleaning lob or sitting
with elderly in hospital,
nursing home or in
your home. Night-time
only. 753-7129
210-4173

I

CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.

rs:cI Ill
JUNK-( %RS
•V3

Pick-ttp

Mk 1 %I
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
RepairsUpgrades
759.3556
Wyatt Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old US Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
USED motor oil pickup.Drum exchange.
270-436-2215

'* * YOUR * *'

BRUNO electric lift for
motor:zed chairs.
Model VSL-600. Like
new. $350. 293-3769
FIREWOOD

army
HistgryBoOk
now available) tor
Christentas-._.
COntact:
/5.94038
or 753-2350

s SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
I Sony's
Give a gift subscription to the
XBR
Best
senes. On display for
4` MURRAY
free delivery & set-up.
surround
custom
*LEDGER
sound installation also
available, Guaranteed
I Home Delivery
Local Mail
I lowest prices, locally
,,..l0s.J,
I 3 mo.
930.00
owned and operated.
6 mo. ......-.955.00 3 mo...............$35.00
Come in see these
.$63.00
6 mo
I yr.- --...$105.00
magnificent TV's in
I yr. -...-......$110.00 •
Murray
action.
Telephone
All Other Mail
Rest of k%/TN
Electronics, Inc., corPu.•<sr A. flu hone.
Subscriptions
ner of 8th and Arcadia.
$75.00
(270)753-7567
3 me
.$70.50 3 mo.
5%.410
6 me
.$90.00 6 mo.
1
......-$120.00 I yr. ......-......$145.00
Appiiences

HOLLIA•DAY
1* SOLVIII454141 *
I

&TIMES*:

Check

Money Order

Visa

_

Cits•
I State

Zip

Daytime Ph._

_

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Time,
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916
1.

FIREWOOD delivered
Call tor prices. 293
1357 or 270-559-1424.
FIREWOOD
Oak & Hickory
(618)841-0635
FIREWOOD.
December Special,
Buy 5 ricks get 1 free.
489-2839 or 293-8012.
Mobile Homes For Sais
14X48' trailer- Office
conversion with 3
offices, sm kitchenette,
bathroom and 3 AC
window units, new
winng, panel, carpel,
paint. Asking $5.000.
(270)761-0133
16X60 2 BR 2 BA
Central H/A, gas
heat/stove/dryer, all
appliances,covered fr
porch & back deck
270-293-3784 after
4:00PM
GOT LAND? Own
land or have family
land available, you can
quality for $0 down.
Call for FREE
APPROVAL
731-584-9429.
280
Robes homes For Rant

M/('

Name
I St Address

STANLEY cherry din
ning room set, hutch,
buffet, sideboard, server, banquet table, with
8 chairs.
$5,499.00
270-210-5352.
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Reed Interiors
603 Main St.
753-6361
210"
Fiume

KENMORE stackable
washer & dryer, all
deluxe features, 3
years old, like new,
seldom used, 220v.
$500.00.
(6181304-4710
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 &South 12th St

(270) 7531713

3BR $275.00
753-6012
NICE 2 BR, no Pets
753 9866

I

Wee'Home Lots For Rent'

3 acres North of
Murray. 1902 Grant
Rd $200 per month
270-994-1595.
227-8390

NEON SUCH
MINI STORAGE

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

•All SI26' Units

Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

One and lwo Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

753.3853

j6

If you're currently a professional in automobile sales or if you're serious about a career
change and are looking for the training and
guidance that are essential for long term
success- we'd like to talk to you.

020

CAMPUS Suites of
Murray seeking experienced part time maintenance staff to work
M-F and perform onMust
call rotation.
have basic maintenance
knowledge,
certification.
HVAC
plumbing & electrical
knowledge and some
computer knowledge.
• Fax resumes to 270767-1814. EOE

Are you looking for a new career with an
unlimited opportunity for ads ancementl

If so, our salespeople earn an excellent
income and enjoy the benefits of working
with a successful and progressive dealership.

'Fri only

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant-WANTEDEXPERIENCED,take
charge, energized,
ability to think outside
the box, computer literate, ability to complete tasks quickly.
efficient in written and
verbal communication
skills, needed to keep
office running smoothly. Located in Murray,
send resume, IMTC,
PO-Box 1834, MurrayKY 42071.

Sales...
Would you like to be recognized as a professional snlesperson in one of the area's leading
automobile dealerships?

'Plate Lunches..
Friday Visit Special

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do
occur. Readers using
this information do
so at their own risk.
Although persons
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

Apart/noes For Fent 1

Commerical Prop. For Rant

SMALL 1 BR apt
Available Dec. 3rd
Water paid. $265 per
month. No pets. One
person only. 753-5980.

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime loco
tion. 753-2905,
293-1480
Shop with office.
293-6430

l

ilts &Supplies

t
t Eli Jr
ft1s1- 114

TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS
1750 Lewes Drive Murray. KY 42071

Houses For Rent

Now Available:

2 or 3 BR houses near
Murray.
downtown
753-4109.

One Bedroom - $350
Two Bedroom - $434
• Free Cable • Washer/Dryer/Dishwasher
.Carpet & Ceramic Tile • Central Heat & Air
•PanorDeck
Some restrictions apply
Call Joy for details
270-804-0850 1TY# 800-648-6056

1 & 2 bedroom Apts
to
available Walk
MSU, Laundry onsite,
College Farm Apts,
978-1123
1 bdr apt. Close to university. $325.00 a
month. 753-4220 or
227-0819
1 Bedroom apartment.
Clean and nice. All
appliances including
W/D. No pets.
(270)436-2524 Cell
(270)293-6906
1 BR apt, various lacations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1800 Ridgewood- 2BR,
1.5BA, large closets,
carport. C/H/A. $550
per month. Lease and
deposit required. No
pets. 767-0884,
226-9566.
1BR & 2BR apartments available. Great
location. 1 year lease,
1 month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
1BR, 1 BA $325
2BR, 1BA $475
753-7559
2 BR, 2 BA apartment.
$500 per month. No
Pets, 293-5423.
2 BR, 2 BA, w/d. 102
Park St. $550 per
month. Includes water,
garbage and cable.
753-2225 or 759-1509
after 5 pm.
2 BR, 2 BA. No pets
2209 Bamta Ln
270-841-5653
270-376-2746
2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid, CIO PeIS,
$290/mo. 767-9037
2BR duplex. nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
3 BR duplex. Price
reduced. 1st month
free to qualified applicant. Coleman RE
753-9898
3 BR house, C/H/A
$550. 1,2, & 3BR Apt
753-0606, 761-3694
4 BR, 2 BA. all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

3 BR, newly remodeled, C/H/A, no pets.
Located on campus
behind Bradley Book
Co. $600 per month for
two. $675 for three.
270-293-3710,
270-2934602.
BRAND new one bedroom in Hazel. All new
appliances provided
including w/d. Super
nice with large deck.
Water, sewer, trash
and all electric included. $550/mo plus
deposit. No lease
required. No smoking
within and no pets.
270-492-8211
Location,
GREAT
Studio plus, w/d, pet
free, smoke free. $325
month. 1 yr. lease. 412
N. 5th St. 226-8006.
LARGE 2 BR. 2 BA
duplex, garage. C/H/A,
all appliances furnished, no pets. $495
mo. 753-3949
Large studio apt.
above Bradley Book
Co. on campus, newty
remodeled. 1303
Chestnut Street.
$675/mo. Includes
water and sewage.
(270)293-3710.
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/H/A
Low utilities Quiet.
What you've been
looking for $440
deposit
(270)978-0913
NICE 28R Duplex
apt. Northwood Dr.
$475.00/mo. 753-5992
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
NOW renting several
exceptionally nice,
large 1 bedrooms;
unfurnished ($350)
and newly constructed
($375 includes
microwave). All appliances including washer, dryer, and dishwasher. Availabilities in
December and
January. 759-5885 or
293-7085

3 BR,1.5BA, 1 acre lot.
144 Countryside Dr.
$650/month.
227-9577.
3 BR, C/H/A, newly
remodeled, no pets.
1116 Fairlane. $750
per month. 293-3710,
293-4602
3 BR, very nice.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
3BR. IBA with garage.
C/H/A in Hazel. $550
per month plus last
month & security.
References required.
978-7441
EXECUTIVE home:
New construction,
48R, 3 Bath, Premier
Suodnosion, Lease
required 293-8919

At& Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
A

Thur 1 p.m.

Satutay

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

DEE'S PLACE
• 2667 ST RT 94 EAST

Fri 11 an

Auto Ports

Sport Ullety Vehicles
WM Cam
Vane
Used Trmas

490
495

58.50 Column Inch, 60"; Discount 2nd Run,
40'. Discount 3rd Run.
(AU 3 AI, Must Rurt Within n Day Period I
5335 per column inch extra tor Monday (Shopping culaci

DEADLINES

BORDERJACK pup
pies. $ 50 each.
Wormed and shots.
270-227-5718.
Christmas puppies.
AKC. very small long
hair Miniature
Dachshund. Mother
one half English
Cream. $250.
753-7901 or 293-2477.
DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
FREE to good home.
Male & Female breeding stock.
270-376-5711.
RED, male Dachshund
puppies. 6 weeks.
270-376-5711.
Shih-Tzu pups
AKC/CKC, male.
female, $200-300.
270-251-0310

boarding.
HORSE
Pasture of stall. $110
per month. 10 miles
east of Murray. Call
270-293-7314,
270-293-7315 or
270-759-4994
Horse Hay
$3.50 per bale.
Clean grass hay.
Slightly over ripe.
(270)559-1900
Leave message.

VISA
moms!
Lots For Sale
Nacre,'Gate Estate
.06 Fatify 1.5211 Crop,CinnO9lottrid flit:•••
z‘sSIPq apes •
' Sle rXicreS2O000:'
• Onaekgiiii.inn I
- 14e5540'ted Soon,

Homes For Sale
OWNER Finance* No
credit check, low down
payment 3BR. 2BA,
monthly
affordable
payment
(270)753-2222
803-Doran.rld
Beau Wirt 3- Br..2;13.4

ogi ra1"
homtifin scity-lirnifS
• $184.6007'70i 233-32217
EXCELLENT Murray
location
0 down
available
financing
Owner financing available with down payment. 24hr recorded
information. 800-9862789-ext 2031. cob
homes.com Direct tine
270-804-1655.
HOUSE & five acres in
Coldwater. $75,000.
Also up to 300 acres
available. 759-5000.
NEW Construction

Campbell Estate,
4BR, 2BA, many features. QUALITY BUILT
HOME AT A GREAT
PRICE. Call for appl.
293-9747 753-3966.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riverfield
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872
We buy
Houc.csl
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure
761-HOME
761110ME.COM

Motorcycles 3 ATV's

finis-Wage

All sizes to
lit your needs
Located by
F roggj radio station
7 ,.159 759-98
NOM OPEN
"itfirlfilAWW
,w( •
444 -N:Wirdk
k-24(IS
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
121 & Glendalt.
COM?
leX10 $25 10115 S40
1270)436-2524
12701 293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

2004 YZ450F Ridden
ess than 15 hours
53100. 293-2487

YARD SALE
223 SOUTH
11TH ST.
Friday 1215
8-12
Christmas
decorations,
large men's
clothes & shoes,
lots of odds
& ends.

CRAWS REAL
ESTATE A AtRCTION
42Z01-t&I-'7253.
i?*-10k41.,
,
TOrtiMY Chav
EiToker'Adcpor

USED TIRES
14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
Sport OtIllty Vehicles
1999 Jeep Wrangler.
Hard top, great condition. $5,500 obo.
293-3665.
1996 Chevy Blazer.
2dr, 4wd, all electric,
tinted windows, new
tires, excellent condition. $2,500 obo.
227-4439
530
Senices Maid

Real Estate
L&M
•
LAWN SIIIIMICEMowing, M
Landscaping&
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarani
753-1816 227-0611

. ..

Storage trailer
for rent
or sale.
492-6107
C:31'

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting. concrete. carpentry, and masonry
work Home 731-2475359 or Cell 731-234Sq 5.1

Commerical Proo, For Rentj
1200 sq.n. Office
space on N. 12th
5575. 753-7559
1st month free. 404
South 12th St.
753-3966, 293-9747.

(AA) Government Funds available
tcr 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-.6737

Murrat. Ledger & Times

Absolute

Sat.

t ND
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AuCTION,
o

5E;C:Cinber 6, 2.008 @

LOCATION State Pfoute 303
(Jerry Stewart Hwy.)
(Cuba Road),
Mayfield, Komucky

erom &fay5eid KY Proceed
South On State Route 303(Jerry
Stewart Hwy r Approximately 10
Mtles To Farm Signs Posted!!
QUALITY LEVEL OPEN TILLABLE GRAVES COUNTY
FARMLAND! GOOD BUILDING SITES ON STATE
ROUTE 303, NICE MINI-FARM TRACTS.
REAL ESTATE TRACTS • Tract 1 2 481 Acres With A 3242 Pole
Bar.
• Wed 2 2 372 Acres Wtn A Nice 30x40 Metal Shop Building • Tract 3
- 2.244 ACTS • TraCt 4 2 623 ACreS • Tract 5 - 23.768 Acres • Traci 6

its

29.813 Acres
BEAL ESTATE SELLS AT 10 Ail MOON HEUI ON SITE IN THE SHOP RHIERING.
Call for Detailed Brochure or Visit: www.harrisauctons corn
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FARM LOCATION:
Canter Pit Road
Sedalia, Kentucky

CASI_SZLE.iStilLi
Sat. Dec. 6th - 10:00 A.M.
"Scathe% kr% Firm" Near Russellville, KY
Kent & Phillip McIntosh - Retiring!
One Of The Nicest Auctions Ever
From Hus-tollville's Southeast Side, Take
Hwy 431 South To Hwy 96. Continue On
South 13 Miles From 1-24 Clarksville, TN
Exit 4, Take Hwy /9 North 9 Miles To Hwy
848. Proceed East 8 5 Miles To Hwy 96,
Proceed Northeast 2 5 Miles
The
Keysburg Community"
1884 Mac Hines Road, Olmstead. KY
01-• N
Ws IL_ RI 41M.0-11-111we,elf see-jareseessinicaseris.
TRACTORS -Two • JD 9220's .4 WD '06 Purchase SN
P040120 *748 Hrs 07 Purchase SN P050640 w 1037
Hrs • Two - JO 7520's, MFWD-s, '07 Purchases. SN
R060804 With 480 Hours. SN R060828 With 439 Hours.
tv JO 741 Loaders COMBINE-HEADS-ACCESSORIES
-JD 9870 STS Bullet Rotor. '08 Purchase SN S725262,
303 Eng Hrs. 221 Sep Hrs. • JD 608C Con, Head. '08
Purcnase. SN X725575. • JD 635F Hydra Flex Platfoml,
'08 Purchase • JD 635F Hydra Flex Platform, 07
rChaSe. Only Used In '08 Harvest SN F720714 *Three
• Unverferth HT-36 Header Trailers • Two - GreenStar2
Systems • Balzer 1250 Tandem Axle Grain Can • Rem
2500 HD Grain Vac 42 Firs SPRAYER JD 4830
Sprayer,
08 Purchase. SN 5002459, 392 Hrs
PLANTINGTILLAGE-SUPPORT EQUIPMENT Two-JD 1790 COS
Seed Delivery Planters. 16-31 Rows. '08 Purchases SN
0725222 & SN C725229, This Years Planting • Case IH
2500 Series 9 Shank RipperVery Little Use • Sunflower
Model 1232 Hyd Fold 21' Disc•8n1lion X Fold 25' Roller
• JO 750 All Till 10'
*Dottie • Two - JD HX15 - 15
Hydraulic Fold Cutters, 1000 RPM •4 Wh 20' Flat Wagon
vo/10 Ton Gear • 2 Axle Bumper Hitch 1000 Gal Alumn
Fuel Trailer • Shop Tools & Accessones TRUCKS-TRAILERS -Four- 2001 Super Nice Peterbdt 378 Series Day
Cab Road Tractors, Cat 425 Engs, 10 Spds,Tw,r
Screws. Shedded 'Extra Clean" • Three - CPS Hopper
Bottom Grain Trailers,'96 - 4Z. •98 And -94 - 40 All With
64' Side Walls, Roil Tarps. 24.5 Rubber • -92 W•lson
Alumn 42' Pace Setter Hopper Bottom Grain Trailer •'06
Kaufman 40' Drop Deck Trailer *Tail & Ramps To Be
Offered Separate Arid Combined With The Trader- 2600
Gal 81600 Gal Poly Tanks Plus Pump & Blend System •
'01 Gooseneck 32' Dual Tandem Flat Trailer •'95 Ford F350 XL Power Stroke Service Truck • 139 Ford F-350 XL
One TC"71 T•...ck • '72
070 Truck w Gram Beci &
Hoist. 50.000 Miles • Two- '08 Toyota Tundra I Force
5.7LVII Four Door Limited Ise Pickups, All Leath..' All
Accessones,One White With 11,522 Mlles. 0
,
2
Maroon With 12.740 Miles
For Into On The Equipment Contact
Kent McIntosh 270-726-6040 Home,
Phillip McIntosh 270-539-3195 Home,
Ronald Carter At 270-772-0458
Complete Settlement Day 01 See dank Letters A Must!
Na Buyer's Pretrial...nail

JAMES R. CASH
- -1,cmaiREALESTaBlalal
FANCYNALKY•270-6234466 Rti
"IHE SELLING MACHINE'

NICE OPEN ROLLING FARM LAND! GREAT BUILDING SITES!
From Mayhekt Take Heir :V Solti 5 7 Wes F.) Hwy 381 Salt Go Straght To Co On tory 38'
:.,tar i6iimi airry 381 South 8 1 Ales Tc Canter At Rd Proceed To Farm hew Mow rare
trey 91 *est /5 4 Mires To Inly 3th Sun Ties Left On Hwy 38 south 4no Fa's,Z1 Mrs k
Cote Pe °:'„ °weed 7) Fann Sips PosisdP

Calhoon Construction,u.c
Licensed
PREE
FREE
est,rnates and Insured 6-sh
17ates
'

.-,Rfill Wale SoltAl ROO AK Am!ion Held Al-The Sedalia Iirshaillint.....
Call For Detailed Brochure or Visit: www.harrisauetions.com
'EyL .cTATE TERMS '
-.An Day 3' ,1111 i&' I <us - ' .

Additions Drywall. Painting, Windows
Roofing, Decks, Sun Rooms,
Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs

) •II.

Office; t70-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
•DIVORCE without
Children $95
DIVORCE with
Children $95 With
FREE name change
documents (wile only)
and mantel settlement
agreement Fast easy
and professional Call
1 -888- 789-0198
•Reach over 1 million
readers with one call.
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word ciessfred in 70 newspapers for only $250

ly
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ATV's

Ridden
hours
87
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HOLISTIC HE.ALTRCARE

OF PARIS
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•
A Beacon of HMS ACUPUNCTURE.NUMDCINALS
AND MOIRE
••••
(Practicing Since 19-87)-&

-apti.Prosikrearirictiorisar ... •

I do
4e. carasonry
31-24731 -234-

'Can You Org It9 Heavy
Equipment School 3rark
training program
Backhoes, Bulldozers.
Trackhoes Local lob
placement asst Start
digging din now 866362-6497
MORTGAGES/HOME
LOANS

(4)in Earn Over $1000
weekly Excellent benefits Need CDL-A & 3
mos recent OTR 877258-8782
WWW Me50111rUCk COM
•Onvers- CDL-A
Home weekends &
great pay! Company &
L/P available Paid
Vacation. Benefits &
more 3 months OTR
req'd 800-441-4271
xKY-100
•Dnvers- Miles &
Freight Positions
available ASAP! COLA wrth tanker required
Top pay. premium benefits and much morel
Call or visit us online,
877-484-3061
*ivied oakelytransport c
Orr

-4,1,4 Fleur,-

Horoscope

i Jacqueline Meat

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Dec. 5, 2008:
This year you will focus on family, home and security. Think more
positively about home and hearth Create a better sense of togetherness with your immediate circle. Often, you might feel hemmed in,
despite yourself. Note a tendency to get angry more easily. Having
frustration mount might have less to do with those around you and
75.4-4344 • 227-5644 more to do with you,
your views and expectations. If you are single,
you might want to jump into a relationship quickly because you want
JONES
companionship. Slow down; really get to know this person before
R005FING
diving in. If you are attached, the two of you will build on your experience and what you already have. Often, the two of you will want to
Licensed 8. ,rscit
run away together. PISCES can be a drag at times.
Free eseriarec
roo
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult

JOE'S JOBS

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Continue to maintain a low profile. You don't want 2ny work
1 We. tit Loss•
tossed on your desk. Friction nappens without trying. On some level
• Block Foundaeons
Wamerls Healthcare •Alter lelAbsolute
1
you feel as if you are walking on eggshells. II you care about feelings.
*or, aii seasons
.
,
.
!
you will want to tread with care. Tonighi: Take a deep breatn, then
25 years expenenre
AgiervenatiOne C I' y Nutntion
i
„1,300 & Skirl Care• Car Candling
(270) 832-0007
decide. Make it OK to do nothing.
570 623-6456
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Dana
Nevelt, L.Ac.'
SAT., DEC.6th, 2008 at 10:15 A.M.
***** Zero in on what you want, directly and clearly. Someone
• (731)04-1760
AIIITAL OP could toss ari obstacle in
your path to getting there, specifically a
Auction to he held inside Cain's Murray Auto Auction 5 miles
MURRAY
close friend, associate or loved one. This person will do whatever he
.www parisinchainfiei carrtaitt•
north of Murray on 641 North
6" Continuous Gutters, or she can to stop you. Tonight:
svwve Mannapages.co_mholislicheatiticareotpd
Surround yourself with friends.
Garage Door Service & GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
1,__ ll •1‘,,,
5 39
r
**** Be ready to take a stand, You could surprise many, especial530
• t. 1
Owner Greg Mansfield ly those who think they
know you You will veer in the most effective
i*
Services Offered
Services Offend
.., 1270)
293-8480
and beneficial direction. Tension builds with ease. Tonight. A must
1.!re7r • ..•
—happening.
436-2867 Lamb's
CALL us for your home
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
PIM
Professional Tree
renovations Additions
a
*** Especially if conflicted or triggered, stnve to get a bigger view.
4,
Service Complete tree
'
remodeling, roof repair
CONBACTOt
S,
7..., et i
or detach. When you move past the emotions you could be surprised
1111
removal, gutter
and decks Jeff
W
.
•
.
El w•w.,
SHINGLE & METAL
cleaning, hauling, etc.
270-435-4132 or
ROOFING EXPERTS by what the whole picture looks like. Use high energy positively.
'THOUSANDS in appraised JEWELRY. costume jewelry. presidential
Tonight: Rent a movie, or go where there is MUSIC.
Insured.
270-873-9493
silverspoon collection, silver pieces. proof- set COIN'S 70's thru 90's
(270)293-1899 LEO (July
23-Aug. 22)
436-51,11 A-AFFORD(some uncirculated) wheat pennies & more silver coins. ANTIQUE'S:
1.15CENSED
ii
INSU
**** Work with a partner or associate. You might want to create a
Complete
ABLE Hauling. Clean
milk glass. king cram n. misc. stemware & glassware. whiskey decanters.
little uproar; however, the ramifications could be difficult Refuse to
Handyman &
out garages, gutters.
Aidridge & McCuiston take
coffee grinder. small pot belly stove. iron cookers. hroaster. Elvis
a risk, and stay on a more predictable course. A loved one or
home repairs
Roofing Co
kink & tree work.
Memorabilia. FURNITURE: secretary & chairs, Jenny Lynn Bed.
child could be cantankerous. Tonight: Say yes to an offer
for all home
dressers. 2 like nes% wooded dining chairs & table, patio furniture and
15+
asp.
evils
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sopt. 22)
ALL Carpentry
improvements.
Licensed contractor ***** Defer to someone
much more...
Construction
rather than try to run the show. You dis(270)994-5579
Estimates
nee
All sales as is- and final I FULL SETTLEMENT Auction Day). CASH
'Homes *Remodeling
cover that you like that mind-set, as rancor and criticism run not.
(270)233
or PRE-APPROVED CHECK. All announcements day of sale lake
4020
Handle what you must with deliberate understanding Handle a per• Decks *Screened
__—
(270)293-1924
precedence over any other.
CUSTOM
Porches 'Garages
sonal matter. Tonight Listen to suggestions.
BULLDOZING
Licensed WI 136
'Sagging
•Rotten
THE Murray Ledger & LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
'Oa lune
Floors 'Termite
Times considers its ere* Don't worry so much about what others do; rather, be clear
,1,1.
, .yys
Damage •Home &
@PCP
fiim 5aie
sources reliable, but about what you must do. Communication proves to be active, some.45z5ndA ALAkt.
Mobile Home
inaccuracies do occur. times hostile or irntating. The unexpected might even calm you
a
0 yews
r
Licensed P. Insured
librere,
Readers using this Tonight: Put your feet up.
270-227-0587
(27,
0 203-03'
information do so at SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
270-753-2353
their own risk. Although ***** Your creativity bubbles forth out of the blue. You might not
DNJ HANDYMAN
persons and compa- be surprised, but others will be. On tho other hand, you rn:ght be
qp:. ribispf ExpiWillric• •
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Remodeling, Painting.
nies mentioned herein more likely to take a major nsk, don't. It could be a major backfire.
SERVICE & PARTS
Decks. etc
are believed to be rep- Tonight: Act as if this is the last night of your life
(2701
293-8726
OR
293-5438
utable. The Murray SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
759-5534
Ledger & Times, nor *** Just when you believe you have hit a nome run, you find out
Chuck Van Buren
ESTATE AUCTIONS • REAL ESTAii - IOU!PIMENT
any of its employees otherwise Listen well to news that heads in your direction, but don't
ATTIC Insulation blown
accept any responsibil- take information as fact. You could be irritating without knowing it.
112 North 12th Street • Murray, KY
in Start saving energy
ity whatsoever for their Tonight: Anchor in.
cost now Damn
activities.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
7
293-1924.
**** The words you choose are meant to communicate, though
1P0AUCTION
'
a /In/
530
you might let some stored and perhaps hostile ideas slip through.
1
Services Offered
BARRY JAMES
Sat., Dec. 6• 2 p.m.
Keep talks moving, but check in with your feelings so an idea or plan
ELECTRONICS
FUTRELL'S Tree
10 miles South of Paris. TN. at
FREE to good home doesn't backfire Tonight. Talk up a storm
Service
•ticeo !vsciee
Eight puppies hal AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
YOUR
AD
downtomn
House
Auction
Henry
in
- Home Theatre
Trimming, removal
Russell, half bird *** Expenses are overwhelming, and you might not be sure which
Jack
•Salles *Service •tris •
COULD RE
stump grinding,
Henry TN.
way to go. Friends might not be supportive and even cause more irri. .
270-978-5224
dog
HERE FOR • •
firewood Insured
tation, at least to your checkbook. Be your own person Tonight
Won:22742
Selling the estate of Ruby Kautz
12
4no-28.10
ONLY $75.00
Relax with a pal.
I .is 111.
Lots of good antiques, furniture. g Id.,
A MONTH
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
BRUSH & Hammer
HAIL'S WASTE
CALL 7534916
ware, pottery. old primitives. old quills
***** You might be overwhelmed by everything that you hear and
Painting, fix-ICs
MANAGEMENT
that heads in your direction. A boss. parent or someone you look up
realm 436-2228
and much more.
for
to could be on the warpath, Think positively, and you'll get results.
Tonight Whatever makes you happy
• locally tt%%riedioperaied
Aeed Si, J.luee
Hi11E1ectr1c.•
1\
4.
a
759-1151
BORN TODAY
• 293-27143
Cell us we will be
Gary S. Beecham &
24 noun SERVICE
293-27144
Cartoonist, creator of Mickey Mouse Walt Disney (1901). director Otto
glad to help
.411' 111‘.(Or Ina' Re,. Com.. & Ind
Jason Beechen', Auctioneers
Preminger up06). politician Strom Thurmond (1902).
Licensed & Insured
YEARRY-S Tree
Lit. No. 471 • Firm 1561
Murray Ledger & Ti
ri,ll nth. - big or small i
Service Free estiJacqueline Blgar is on the Internet at http://www.jacquehnebiPhone 731-243-4882
7 1 I()
mates Phone
gar.COM.
270-753-191
753956
2 I
Cell Phone 731-234-1846
436-2562 227-026'
A9 2008 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Pre Christmas Estate Auction

al

AUC
ovw TIONS

270-753-9090

VICE
curing,
g&
ing
ranteed
-0611

•Part-time home-based
Internet business Earn
$500-Si000 month or
more Flexible hours
Training provided No
selling required FREE
details WWW K348 corn

from Humeri 'MeciA,Ai
'Business 'Paralegal
'Computers 'Criminal
Justice Job placement
assistance Computer
available Financial aid
it quainlecl Call 866858-2121
wen* CenturaOnline co

-Lower Your Monthly
Payments! Refinance
your mortgage to con'Sullivan University
solidate debt, get cash
iLouisvrtle) seeks(01 'Drivers Sign-or
-DISH NETWORK
out, or lower your
time night Custodian
Bonus w/ lyr OTR
Satellite TV systems
monthly note. Contact
Requires working
expl Student Grads
installed FREE Ihis
Melanie Haddon
knowledge of vacuums. (877)819-2815
welcome or we can
week' First month
buffers, and extractors
train. American Eagle
FREE' No bank
(615)627-4902, mhadAbility to lift 125
Lines
account needed, No
don0alksmortgage.00rn
pounds Send resume
WWW aedrivers.corn
Sin down needed'
TRUCK DRIVERS
to Student Servoces,
Call 800-569-9213
(866)689-0523 Call
HELP WANTED
3101 Bardstown Road,
now for details!
-International Truck
Louisville, KY 40205
Dnving School located
•Big Trucks = Big
FOR SALE
EOE No phone calls
Bucks. OTR' Regional/ in KY, now enrolling
INSTRUCTIO
NAL
•A New Computer
students. Class-A CDL
Local Class-A CDL
Nowt( Brand Name
Training. Job assis•Airlines ARE HiringTraining. Delta Career
laptops & desktops
tance. Financing to try
Train for High Paying
Academy. Better
Bad or NO credit- No
to help everyone. Start
Aviation Maintenance
Business Bureau
Problem Smallest
Th
wocli
AGttredited. Mt.
Career FAA approver]
Call 888Weekly payments
780-5539.
program Financial aid
Sterling, KY 800-883avail Its yours NOWif qualified- Job place0171
'No
•No Truck Driver
Call 800-840-5366
ment ascoctanra CALL
Expenence Needed.
-Duvet .35*, Sign-On
Aviation Institute of
Earn your CDL as
Bonus for experienced
HELP WANTED
Maintenance (888(349- teams with Haz-Mat:
you dnve. Company
5387
*Electronics Trainees
paid dnver training.
Dry Van & Temp
Earn & Learn Great
Control available. 0/0s Work for Wol-Trans
pay & benefits, gener- 'AMERICAN HEAVY
Trucking and be OTR
welcome. Call
EQUIPMENT
TRAINous vacation. $ for
in three weeks. 888Covenant (86E)E84school. No exp OK. HS ING 866-280-5836
428-6374 Must be 23.
2519 EOE.
grads ages 17-34 Call Employment
'TRUCK AMERICA
Assistance and
•Cinver- PTL Needs
Mon-Fri (800)282Financing available
company Dnvers- CDL- TRAINING 866-2441384.
3644 CDL Class-A and
Applicants may qualify
A earn up to 40 corn.
for State Training
1./2 cpm increase every B training located in
Kentucky. Employment
Dollars NCCER
60K miles Average
Services Offered
Assistance and
ACCREDITED
2,800 miles' week.
Financing available.
Equipment Operator
wwwptl-inc.corn Call
I lamilion. Granite Training located in
Applicants may qualify
877-740-6262
for State Training
Kentucky
lc-MA*1e
•Dnvers Call Today
Dollars.
1301 St. Rt 121N. 'Attend College Online
Sign-on Bonus 35-41
BUSINESS
SERVICES

MASONRY

• Slone • Brick

s!
Offer
losure

'Louisville Technical
Institute seeks full-time
Instructor to begin
work January 5 2009
in college matt) and
physics-related crwrs-•
like statics and
strengths Requires
Bachelor s degree and
teaching experience
Send resumes to
skoppel 0louisviiletech edu 3901
Atkinson Square Drive
Louisville KY 40218
EOE

753-8087

REAL ESTATE TRACTS - Tract 1 - 2 300 Acres • Tract 2
- 6.794 Acres • Tract 3 • 3 380 Acres • Tract 4- 1.944
Acres • Tract 5 - 4 384 Acres • Tract 6 - 23 032 Acres

NA
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Lookingeack
10 years ago
In the Muria!, State Unis:ersit) Chemists-)Tournament, Brandon Kate won first and Alissa Volp won third for Murray
High School; the Calloway County High School team composed
of Lee Ann Cnder. Ashley McKendree. John Clayton and HiIde
Heist placed fourth.
In high school basketball
games. Murray Lady Tigers won
56-43 over Fulton City; Calloway County Lady Lakers won
53-37 over Massac County: and
Calloway Lakers lost 70-59 to
Tilghman Tornado.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Steve
Lax being sworn in as magistrate of District 2 of Fiscal Court
by
County Judge/Executive
George Weidcs.
Res. and Mrs. William
I Buddy 1 McKinney were married for 50 years Dec. 2.
In high school basketball
games. Calloway County Lady
Lakers lost 62-46 to Tilghman
Tornado with Erica Musgrow
high scorer for the Lakers: and
Murray Lady Tigers won 64-39
over Fulton City with Jennifer
Parker high scorer for the Tigers.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of
Rodger Mathis and Ronnie Barnett, volunteers of the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad,showing their new truck and latest
thing in fighting fires, a fog pump.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Lowell Atchley.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Danny Burkeen. Nov. 17.
In high school basketball
games. Murray Tigers won 6863 over Tilghman Tornado and
Calloway Lakers won 71-64 over
Ballard Bombers.
40 years ago
Murray State University Board

of Regents has authorized an
expansion of the graduate school

and includes a master's degree

in the field of mathematics.
according to Dr. Ralph A. Te•o.cneer, dean of graduate school.
James Hal Miller of Hazel
was sworn in as a new niemtser of the Hazel City Council.
Murray State University Racers won 89-76 over Trinity University in a basketball game.
Claude Virden was high scorer

for the Racers.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar T. Gordon were mamed for 65 years
Dec. 2.
50 years ago
Hazel Baptist Church will hold
its centennial celebration Dec.

5. 6 and 7. Speakers will be
Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall. DT.
W. F. Powell, Dr. W.C. Taylor
and Rev. Paul Dailey.
Students from Murray Training School named for Quad State
Band Festival to be Dec. ti at
Murray State College are Charles

Robertson and John Darnall. senior band; Mike Alexander, Bill
Hopson, Chad Turnbow. Jim
Thornton. Ronnie Rogers. Nore
Winter, Sherrill Hicks. Mary
Robertson, Alice F. Hicks and
Peggy Farley, junior band.
60 years ago
Murray State College Football Coach Fred Faurot has
announced the official list of players who will make the trip to
Florida for the New Year's Day
game with Sul Ross College of
Alpine. Texas. at the Tangerine
Bowl, Orlando, Fla.
Mrs. Bun Swann and Mrs. Vernon Butterworth presented ar lesson on "Selection and Buying
of Woolen Materials" at a meeting of the Lynn Grove Homemakers Club held at the home
of Mrs. Clois Butterworth.
Willie Hopkins was honored
at a dinner in celebration of his
81st birthday. The event was
held at the home of his son,
Davie Hopkins.

Todayliiiiistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Dec. 4, the
339th day of 2008. There are 27
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 4. 1619. a group of
settlers from Bristol. England.
arrived at Berkeley Hundred in
present-day Charles City County.
Va., where they held a service
thanking God for their safe arrival.
(Sonic suggest this was the true

many Hall political orgaruzation,
escaped from jail and fled the
country.
In 1918. President Woodrow
Wilson left Washington on a trip
to France to attend the Versailles
Peace Conference,
In 1942, U.S. bombers struck
the Italian mainland for the first
time in World War II.
In 1942. President Franklin I).

first Thanksgiving in America, Roosevelt ordered the dismantling
ahead of the Pilgrims arrival in of the Works Progress AdminisMassachusetts.)
tration, which had been created
On this date:
to provide jobs during the DepresIn 1783, General George Wash- sion.
ington bade farewell to his offiIn 1965, the United States
cers at Fraunces Tavern in New launched Gemini 7 with Air Force
York.
Lt. Col. Frank Borman and Navy
In 1816, James Monroe of Vir- Cmdr. James A. Lovell aboard.
ginia was elected the fifth presiIn 1978, San Francisco got its
dent of the United States.
first female mayor as City SuperIn 1875. William Marcy Tweed, visor Dianne Feinstein was named
the "Boss" of New York City's Tam- to replace the assassinated George

A good sitter's services
go to the highest bidder

Black stool indicates
internal bleeding

DEAR ABBY: Regarding
'Feels Like a Fool in
Gainesville. Fla.' (Aug. II).
who complained that her friend
'stole' her baby sitter -- I
have news for that woman.
Baby sitters, even those under
18, aren't indentured servants
who serve
only
one
master.
A
baby sitter is
a free agent
who
can
work
for
anybody she
wants. What
is that baby
sitter supposed to do
-- keep her
By Abigail
schedule
Van Buren
open in the
hope this woman is going to

ment up front. A good sitter
is hard to find and worth the
additional expense. -- JIM S.
IN MOUNTAIN VIEW
DEAR ABBY: I think your
response about the adults in
question was nght on. However, there is a third party in
play here -- the baby sitter. It
appears the sitter could stand
to learn a little about loyalty
to her employer. If she no longer
wishes to sit for 'Fool's" family, she should just say so and
become "Mimi's" regular sitter. But if she wants to remain
the regular sitter for 'Fool,"
she needs to act like it. This
is an essential life skill to
learn. Treat those who employ
you with respect, or they won't
rely on you for very long. -RETIRED BABY SITTER.
SEWICKLEY. PA.
call her? What if she doesn't?
DEAR
ABBY:
Your
The baby sitter loses income. response surprised me. It isn't
'Feels Like a Fool' is selfnormal behavior for a friend
ish. It's a free market, and
to steal a baby sitter or use
baby sitters in demand should
you for any purpose. Isn't part
work for the families who pay
of being a good friend that
them the most, have the bestyou trust one another? Refusbehaved kids and offer the ing to share resources with
tastiest snacks. If someone friends implies that other
wants an exclusive arrange- friends will do the same.
ment, then put the baby sitter
The woman who used "Feels
on retainer. -- FORMER BABY
Like a Fool" needs to get the
SITTER, ALBANY, N.Y.
message that her behavior is
DEAR FORMER BABY unacceptable. She lied when she
SITTER: You are right. The said it would only be occasitter is a tree agent and obvi- sionally; she used her friend
ously the "most valuable play- and took advantage of her
er" in the baby-sitting game. trusting nature. I think you
Read on:
should have advised the writer
DEAR ABBY: A baby sit- to dump the friend. -- LYN
ter is not something you can W., COLUMBUS, OHIO
"steal." This is America, and
DEAR ABBY: Your reply
its a free, open market. The was way off. A baby sitter
woman who wrote that letter (hairdresser or house cleaner)
should call the sitter, offer $2 often depends on word of mouth
more an hour and perhaps a for clients. For someone to
signing bonus, along with pay- suggest the baby sitter is theirs
exclusively and a "friend"
should check with you before
hiring her is immature and
selfish.
Moscone.
In 1991, the original Pan Amer"Fool" should stop whinican World Airways ceased oper- ing, book first or find an alterations.
native sitter. I think "Mimi"
In 19%. the Mars Pathfinder
should find another friend and
lifted off from Cape Canaveral. I don't think you
should have
Fla. and began speeding toward
told "Fool" to stop being so
Mars on a 310 million-mile
generous. She obviously isn't
ody ssey. th arrived on Mars in
either one. -- DONNA H..
July 1997.1
SEQUIM. WASH.
len year, ago: Space shuttle
DEAR ABBY: As a sitter
Endeacoui and a crew of six blastmyself, I'm not surprised that
ed off on the first mission to
begin assembling the internationthe friend asked for a recomal space station.
mendation. Parents often tell me
Five years ago: President
how hard it is to find a good
George W. Bush scrapped import
baby sitter, and most of the
tariffs he'd imposed earlier to help
parents I sit for found me
the battered U.S. steel industry. Balthough a friend.
timore-based federal prosecutor
But I would have advised
Jonathan P. Luna was found dead
behind the parking lot of a well- "Feels Like a Fool" differentdrilling company in Lancaster ly. I would rather the parents
County. Pa. (The case remains I sit for be honest with me.
They should praise their sitter
unsolved.)

Dear Abby

and tell her how much they
value her services. And if they
believe she's not worth losing.
try offering her a raise. -- SITTER IN SAN JOSE, CALIF.

Et A Et V Et
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Murray Ledger & limes
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DEAR DR. (,OTT: I'm 86
years old and pass black stool I
went to sec etal doctors One told
me to go to the local emergency
room, which I did They took Xrays and blood tests but couldn't
find the ,:ause
I'm
on
enalapril.
HCTZ •
Requip, simvastatin, terazosin,
temazepam,
pr
p oxyphene,
aspirin, fish
oil and calcium
daily.
What is causing the prob-

Dr. Gott
By
Dr. Peter Gott

lem?

ACROSS

59\-ti•'
IDIIE_C)

SO YOU COULDN'T TELL IT WAS
MARE Wrr14 TOPu INSTEAD
OF GROW;BEEF'
I NEVER 114OUGaer
ThAI All OWN TASTE
BUDS V/04.4.0 L.E TO
ME LXE
THAT(

GAFI VIE

effects from supplements in drinking water for all children between
the ages of 6 months and 16
years as a means of preventinF.
decay.
While there is always control.
versy. numerous studies in human':
and animals have failed to reveir
an association between fluonda(s;
ed water and an increased risk"
of cancer. Therefore, 1 recommentC.

can do a simple examination and
a fecal blood test in the office.

you put your fears to rest mitt
vote in in favor of the oill.

2

3

NORTH
•K.197
4119 54
•Q 8 3
•K 8 3

He woo East's jack of clubs with
the queen, then cashed the ace ol
spades. Now came the key play —
betbre entering dummy. Rosenkranz
played thc A-K of hearts.
Had the queen not appeared, he
would next have crossed to the eight
of clubs, discarded a diamond on the

WEST
EAST
(1.4,)8 6 4 3
10 5 2
Q6
1110 8 7 2
•106 2
•AKJ97
+765
41
SOUTH
•A
•A K I 3
•5 4
•AQ 109 4 2
lhe bidding:
South
West
North
East
1+
Pass
I0
Pass
2V
Pass
3•
Pass
5+
Opening lead — five of clubs.
It's a feet of life
for which most
declarers arc ever thankful — that
the defense does not always find its
most effective opening lead. Even so,
declare( may still base to play his

cards exceptionally well to take
Ekhamageaaftmoramelead.
For example, take this deal from a
match between Canada and Mexico
sonic years ago. Ilad West hit on a
diamond lead. the Mexican declarer.
George Rosenkranz. almost surely.
would ha% e gone down. But alter the
opening trump lead, he wilt:A his

king of spades and then led a heart
toward the J-3. In this way, he would
avoid losing two heart tneks whenever the hearts were divided 3-3,

wheneser Fast held four hearts to Or
queen or vshencser the queen of
hearts tell singleton or doubleton.
But when West's queen fell on the

second round, it was a simple matter
to draw two more trumps ending in
dummy, discard a diamond on the
spade king and eventually concede a
heart and a diamond to make five
clubs.
Note that if Rosenkranz had
relied strictly on a heart finesse, he
would not have made the contract

regardless of how he continued after
the jack lost to West's queen. Instead,
he chose the superior play of first
cashing the A-K in order to guard
against the actual distribution and at
the same time take advantage of
other likely distnbutions. It certainly
paid off in the actual case, and left
West gnashing his tceth over his failure to lead the unhid diamond sud.

DOWN

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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1 Cartoon duck
2 O
repmeanr knsg
3 N H neighbor
4 Codgers'
queries
5 Paper quan ity

6 Kind of dust
7 E-mail
provider
8 Condition
9 Neater
10 Cut flowers
0

12

• HEMM
13
16

15
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THAT'S NOT OUR
TEACHER,SIR.
THAT'S THE
CUSTODIAN..

1135
ill
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111
III
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million (ppm).
Countless studies done over
the years have shown favorable

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz

20

"re

drinking water. Because it is knowit:
to prevent tooth decay safely ma'.
effectively, an amount is added
to many supplies across the country so levels can reach 1 part per

opportunity and found the winning
-- and best — route to II tricks.

18119

YOU'VE 74J6147 U5 uJELL ..

on this matter'
DEAR READER: Fluonde i.
found at varying levels in alio

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.

5

14

WE'RE ALL BETTER FOR
NAVIN& BEEN IN 4OUrr.
PRESENCE YOU'VE SROUfil4T
HONOR TO YOUR PROFESSION

of my Health Report -Media!
:
Specialists."
DEAR DR. GOTT: My cl
in Nebraska will vote soots
whether our city water should litt
.
fluoridated. What is your opiniorig•

ContractBridge

for sprouting
45 Kimono
accessory
46 Ditties
48 "The LocoMotion' girl
49 Trucker's radio
50 Mongkut
portrayer
51 SFO info
53 A large moon
of Jupiter
54 Scrapbooks
56 Tornado cloud
58 Plumbing problems
59 Gets bare
on top

11

WE'VE ACCOMPLISHED A
LOT THIS MORNING..

the matter. You have several me4:
ical conditions on your plait
already and certainly don't neett.
one more. While you are theni::
ask whether any of your medica:7;
lions nught be causing the prottlent. and, if so, whether they cap:
be eliminated.
To give you related infonmi:.
lion. I am sending you a coil*

43 Bean

1 Man in a wet
suit'
6 Pony s paces
11 Ball game
starter
13 Walk (2 wds
14 Length meas
15 — Paulo
16 Not up to snuff
17 Tour — force
18 Monastic title
20 Pitcher's spot
22 Robust energy
23 Jedi master
25 Police dept
rank
26 Crescent
shapes
27 Flower product
29 Shaman often
31 Improvise
33 Forensic
science tool
34 Whinnies
37 Good-natured
40 Foul
41 Dory's need
1

IT'S LUNCH TIME, MAAM!

ty of the bleed.
•••
,s.
Make an appointment with youg.
doctor and get to the bottom ot

Crosswords

VAT

Et L_Ca

order blood work, stool culture.
coionoscopy. tests for H. pylon
infection and more. Treatment wali.
depend on the cause and SeVefik

DEAR
READER:
Whew, that's a lot of medication
There are numerous causes for
black stool. The condition often
indicates a disorder or bleeding
in the digestive tract As a rule
of thumb, black stool comes from
the upper digestive tract, while
red or maroon stool comes from
lower gastrointestinal bleeding.
Stomach ulcers caused by
aspirin and ibuprofen are common causes of a GI bleed. Unless
there is a reason fot taking aspirin
every day, you should probably
discontinue it, at least for a tnal
period.
Other causes of dark stool can
include the consumption of black
licorice, blueberries, iron pills.
Pepto-Bismol and similar medicines. Gastritis, trauma, hemorrhoids, intestinal infection, polyps
and other conditions will also
cause stool to darken.
You need to be seen by your
primary-care physician He of she
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If the history given is suspicious
the fecal blood test results arc
positive, referral to a gastroenterologist would be appropriate
The specialist might choose to

or
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KHSAA CLASS 4A SEMIFINALS CALLOWAY CO.(11-2) at BULLITT EAST (8-5)
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photo courtesy of Tab Brockman
Calloway County seniors Clay Choate (6) and C.J. Dial (28) hoist the Region 1
trophy high after thei 42-26 victory at Allen County-Scottsville last
Friday. They are flanked by seniors Chris Dobbins (21) and Jordan Bumpus (20).
The Lakers will hit the road again this week, traveling to Bullitt East,
where they'll face an 8-5 Charger squad that is known for its running game
and defense.

Go East, Young Men
LAMERS FACE BULLITT EAST IN FIRST EVER
APPEARANCE IN STATE SEMIFINALS FRIDAY
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Josh McKee] always wanted to host
a Thanksgiving dinner in the Calloway
County football field house prior to a
state quarterfinal the following Friday.
Last week, he got his wish.
Now the Calloway County head
,uach has his sights set on pizza.
After their 42-26 win over Allen
COunty-Sconsville, the Lakers are one
step away from a first-ever berth in the
Class 4A state championship game at
Papa John's Cardinal Stadium in
Louisville.
But while the thought of play ing for
a state title still gives him goosebumps,
McKeel knows his team will first have
to survive Friday's semifinal against a
smashmouth Bullitt East team.
Styles will clash in Mount
Washington as Calloway brings one of
the state's top offenses to face Bullitt
East's stingy defense. No opponent has
put more than seven points on the

Chargers in the playoffs and Bullitt
East finished the regular season as the
4th-ranked pass defense in Class 4A.
The Chargers have outscored their
playoff competition 124-20 thus far.
Some of that has to do with a ball
control wishbone offense that usually
dominates time of possession. But
McKeel is nevertheless wary of a
defense he says is as good as advertised.
"They're pretiy good," he said.
-They have great lateral movement
and just a great learn defense. We've
counted 10 seniors they play on
defense and they just don't give up the
big play."
The Chargers gave up the big play
last week in their quarterfinal win over
cross-county rival North Bullitt. Mr.
Football candidate Dalton Cissell
sprung a 57-yard touchdown scamper
on North's first play front scrimmage,
but the Eagles failed to move the ball
for most of the remainder of the game.

The Lakers have reason to believe
they can do better.
-Calloway has scored more than 20
points in each of its 13 games and is
averaging just over 36 per contest. The
Lakers ended the regular season as the
class' 2nd-ranked passing offense, and
they'll be facing a team that hasn't
played a lot of pass-heavy competition
this season.
But much of Bullitt East's success
on defense, however, will likely hinge
on their ability to contain 250-pound
running hack Tyrrell Willis, who has
exploded onto the state's radar during
the playoffs, averaging 202 yards per
game.
Despite his team's matchup with
Cissell last week, Bullitt East head
coach Doug Preston says his squad
hasn't seen a back like Willis this season. Or a quarterback like Brockman.
for that matter.
-They've got what I think is one of
the best running backs in the state and
obviously one of the top quarterbacks
in the state," he said. 'That in itself is
a big challenge for anybody."
•See SEMIFINAL, 12

Friday
Calloway Comity
at BaINH East
When: 7 p m CST (8 p m EST)
Where: Charger Field (Mount Washingtori Ky)
Records: Calloway Co 11-2 (5-1 Class 4A)
Bullitt East 8-5 (6-1 Class 4A)
Rankings: Calloway Co 4th in final AP poll
Bulett East not ranked in final AP poll
you 90: BulIM East s Charger Field is listed
at a capacity of 1 500 To put this in perspective. Is a little bit smaller than Murray's Ty
Holland Stadium iJack D Rose seats 5.000i
Translation for Laker fans arrive as early as
possible it you want a seat The Chargers also
have a reputation for a rowdy pregame atmos
price and a loud PA system

Armed the It

feEllbil remit

Cass IA
Crinancien County at Covington Beachwood

Lexington Christian at Hazard
Close 2A
Newport Central Catholic at Corbin
Fort Campbell at Monroe County
Class 3A
Union County at Louisville Central
Breathitt County at Belfry
Class 4A
Calloway County at Bullet East
Boyle County at Bell County
Class 5A
Chrstian County at Elizabethtown John Hardin
Fort Thomas Highlands at VVhdley County
Class BA
Independence Simon Kenton at Louisville Male
Louisville Trinity at Louisville St Xavier

Bullitt East's wishbone
brings contrasting styles
CALLOWAY WILL FACE RUN-HEAVY CHARGER OFFENSE

MIKE FARNER / The Pioneer News
Bullitt East running back Zach McCarthy runs between two North Bullitt
defenders in the Chargers' 26-7 win over their cross county rivals in last
week's state quarterfinals. McCarthy and Curtis Logsdon lead a Bullitt
East wishbone rushing attack that makes up the bulk of the offense.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
The further Calloway County
advances in the playoffs, the starker the
contrasts have become in the Lakers'
opponents.
That's true not only geographically,
but also in the schemes run by the opposition.
Calloway faced its most similar
opponent in a second-round matchup
with Franklin-Simpson. with its talented skill players and flashy offense. But
since then, the Lakers have strayed further and further from the familiar.
Allen County-Scottsville's veer
option offense gave the Lakers trouble
in the early-going Friday but Calloway
was able to largely contain the Patriots'
power running attack.
Head coach Josh McKeel's squad
will need to have their chinstraps buckled tightly again this Friday. as smash
mouth football is what's served up on a
weekly basis at Bullitt East's Charger
Field.
There's nothing fancy about the
Chargers' offense. In fact, first-year
coach Doug Preston prides himself on
his old-school wishbone scheme and
hearty running hacks that wear down
opposing defenses.
It's an offense the Lakers haven't

seen since facing crosstown rival
Murray in the season opener back in
Augmt.
"It's definitely going to be different
from what we're used to seeing,"
McKee! said. "We've gone front a
spread look with Franklin-Simpson to
the veer at Allen County and now to the
wishbone."
Though his team's 21-17 win over
Murray happened more than three
months ago. McKeel said his team
should benefit from having seen the
power rushing scheme before.
But the Lakers probably haven't
seen two running backs the caliber of
Bunk' East's Zach McCarthy and
Curtis Logsdon. At last report to the
KHSAA stat books. Logsdon was the
team's leading rusher, having accumulated 746 yards on the season through
seven games
But it was McCarthy who paced the
Chargers on the ground in last week's
quarterfinal victory.
Together, the two backs combined
for 3M) of the Chargers' 418 yards of
offense in a 26-7 win over North Bullitt.
Both rushers have been pleasant surprises for Bullitt East this season.
Logsdon was primarily a defensive
player last year and McCarthy was the
•See STYLES, 12

By MSU Sports Information
A 32-game home schedule that features 13 of the first 14 games at Johnny
Reagan Field highlights the 2009 Murray
State baseball schedule, announced by
head coach Rob McDonald on
Wednesday.
Fans will get plenty of chances to see
the 'Breds early at the friendly confines
of Johnny Reagan Field. The season gets
underway on Feb. 20 with a three-game
home stand against South Dakota State.
After a midweek tilt at Memphis (Feb.
24). the 'Breds will host a four-game
series with Illinois State (Feb. 27-March
1), followed by a midweek game against
Arkansas State (March 3), four games
with North Dakota State(March 6-8) and
a March II game against Mississippi
Valley State.
MSU will play five games on the road
(at St. Louis and Central Arkansas)
before opening up Ohio Valley
Conference action against defending
champion Jacksonville State on March'
21-22 at Reagan Field. The following
weekend. MSU will play a three-gamehome series against SIU Edwardsville,
the newest member of the OVC that will
begin competing in 2010.
The 'Breds close out the month of
March with a contest at Southern Illinois
on the 3Ist. The two teams will meet
again on April I as they square off at
Brooks Stadium in Paducah.
The OVC road slate gets underway at
Eastern Illinois (April 4-5) before returning home to face Southeast Missouri
(April 10-11 ). The 'Weds will spend the
final two weekends of April on the road
as they travel to Eastern Kentucky ( 1819) and Morehead State (25-26).
MSU opens the month of May with a
home series against Tennessee Tech (2-3)
before playing its final road series at UT
Martin (9-10). The 'Breds final non-conference game is at Arkansas State on May
12. MSU closes out the season with a
three-game home series against Austin
Peay on May 15-16.
The 'Breds finished the 2008 season
with an overall record of 21-30 and a 1214 mark in OVC action.

Pyron announces
first five softball
recruits for
2010 season
ROGERS HIGHLIGHTS
FIRST FIVE SIGNINGS
By MSU Sports Information
Starting a softball team from scratch
can be difficult. but Murray State head
softball coach Jay Pyron did not have any
problems during the early signing period,
as he had 14 student-athletes sign National
Letter of Intents to play for the Racers in
their inaugural 2010 season.
The student-athletes will be announced
over the next few weeks, with the first five
below.
"I am excited about where we are in the
building of the Racer softball program."
said Pyron. "We weren't too sure how
many players we were going to sign in the
early signing period and I didn't anticipate
signing this many but I feel very fortunate
to be able to announce the players that we
have at this point. I am not only happy
with the talent level and competitiveness
of this group but I am extremely happy
with the kind of people that we have
assembled."
2010 Signing Class
•Stephanie Edwards. Bowling Green. Ky (Allen
County)
•Kaslyn England. Spongleeld IS (Glenwood)
•Brittany Estes, Greensburg. Ky (Green Cooley)
* Toree Rogers, Murray. Ky (Calloway County)
* Ellyn Troup. Placentia Calif (El Dorado)

Stephanie Edwards is currently a member of the Allen County varsity softball
team since 2005 when she entered eighth
grade. In the past four seasons Allen
County has earned four District titles and
been to the Regional Championship game
three times, winning once.
In the past two seasons Edwards has
batted over 4110, including a .434 mark
her sophomore season. She has tallied 70
•See RACERS, 12
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Football LeegiJe
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
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-JAMES CRISP AP

Kentucky's Ramon Harris left, and kAy-Thael Porter. with coach Billy Gillispie. far nght, lay on the floor after colliding during the
first half Wednesday aga:nst Lamar at Rupp Arena Porter walked off the floor while Hams had to be taken off by stretcher.

P'AITERSON LEADS ALL SCORERS WITH CAREER-HIGH 31 POINT'S
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
coach Billy Gillispie and his players don't
call themselves a "team." Instead, "family"
is the way the Wildcats describe their relationship with each other and their coach.
ft's meant to convey a sense of loyalty
and togetherness. It also makes it that much
harder when the Wildcats see one of their
own go down.
Standing on the sidelines moments after
Ramon Harris was wheeled off the floor on
a stretcher after colliding with guard
Michael Porter, Gillispie told his players to
try and stay focused and go out there and
play for their fallen teammate.
'The Wildcats responded with a dominant
103-61 victory.
"We are a very close group." Gillispie
said."It is a tcstamcnt to how moat ow guys
love and care for each other. Our guys didn't
put it out of their minds, but they were able
to concentrate. I think we were determined
not to lose tonight."
Still. Gillispie fought back tears after-

•Racers
From Page 11
RBI's and 34 doubles in that
span. For her efforts she was
named to the 2007 All-District
First Team and the 2007 and
2008 All-Region Second Team.
Kaitlyn England heads to
Murray from Glenwood High
School in Springfield, Ill.
England was a CS8 AllConference honorable mention in
2007 and earned All-Conference
honors in 2008.
• England had the fifth-best hitting average (.418) in the CS8
conference as a junior, when she
tallied 3IRBI's, 14 doubles and
three triples. As a sophomore she
jecorded 28 hits in 88 at-bats,
:with nine doubles and 10 RBI's.
Brittany Estes has been a
member of the Green County
High School varsity softball team
-since her 8th grade season.
During hei four seasons with the
Dragons she has been part of a
team that has advanced to the
.Kentucky District Finals all four
years. The team finished second
at
the
Kentucky
State
Championships during her first
-leason and they earned District
Championships the next two sea..sons.
• Tome Rogers won't be traveling far from home, as she is a
member of the Calloway County
High School softball squad.
Rogers has been a three-year
starter for the Lakers and earned
the 2007 and 2008 Outstanding
Infield Awards at Calloway.
Rogers helped lead Lakers to
the title game of the First Region
tournament as a junior. The starting third baseman had 22 RBI. 20
stolen bases, one home run and a
.970 fielding percentage.
Ellyn Troup is corning to
Murray State from the other side
of the country, as she currently
plays for El Dorado High School
in Placentia. Calif. Troup has
been a four-year starter for the
Golden Hawks who have been to
the Division II CIF State
Tournament for the past three
seasons, reaching the semifinals
in 2006.
Troup has been named a
Century League Scholar Athlete
during her time at El Dorado and
also played volleyball for the
Golden Hawks. She will be the
third person in her family to play
softball at the col:egiate level, as
both her older sisters played softball. Erin played for North
Dakota State University. and
Emily is a senior at the
University of North Carolina.

vaud thinking about the harrowing moments Gillispie said, 'The doe Said hopefully
when Harris lay motionless on the floor.
everything will be fine."
"Twat WC illy kith out there,- Giiiispie
'tie university said late Wednesday that
said."You feel helpless when you can't help Harris was being kept at the hospital
them."
overnight for observation.
The extent of Harris' injury was
Porter received 10 stitches over his left
unknown, but Gillispie said preliminary eye but was back on the bench by the end of
tests were encouraging. Even so, watching the first half, though he did not play.
one of the bedrocks of the program Gillispie
The injuries put a damper on Kentucky's
is trying to rebuild being strapped to a gur- most complete performance of the season.
ney left the Wildcats shaken.
Patterson was nearly perfect offensively,
"We were all worried and scared," said making 10 of 11 field goals and 9 of II free
forward Patrick Patterson, who scored a throws as the Wildcats (5-2) won their fifth
career-high 31 points. "I thought he'd be all straight. Jodie Meeks had 19 points and six
right for a second.... We played for him assists and helped the Wildcats keep their
tonight."
composure after watching Harris being
Harris and Porter appeared to bang heads taken out of the gym.
while teammate Perry Stevenson fought for
"It was hard to refocus," Meeks said.
a loose ball, with both players falling to the "Everyone was shaken up by it.(But) I think
floor. Harris struggled to get to his feet it showed we can fight through adversity."
before collapsing and was taken off the
DeAndre Liggins, playing in his first
court on a stretcher as a precaution. He was home game since clashing with Gillispie
alert and had movement in all of his extrem- during last week's Las Vegas Invitational,
ities when he reached UK Chandler Medical added 16 points, seven rebounds and five
Center. Kentucky spokesman DeWayne assists.
Peevy said.
"I thought he played well," Gillispie said.
"He was in a lot of pain obviously," "1 thought everyone played well tonight.
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Thuredey's Game
Oakland at San Diego 7 15 p m
Sunday's Games
Minnesota at Devon. Noon
Cleveland at Tennessee Noon
Hcustor, at Green Bay. Noon
Atlanta at New Orleans. Noon
Jacksonville at Chicago. Noon
Philadelphia at N Y Giants Non.
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TE Bo Scaife enjoying
career season for Titans
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -Bo Scaife's best NFL season couldn't have come at a better time.
In his fourth year, Scaife leads
the Tennessee Titans with a careerhigh 48 catches — fifth among
NFL tight ends — and 498 yards
receiving with four games remaining.
And he'll be a free agent when
the season ends.
"It's great timing. I guess, if
you're on the outside looking in,"
Scaife said Wednesday."I try not to
viorry about that. People keep putting a bug in my ear. friends, family and teammates and stuff. 1 try to

handle it, stay humble and keep
doing what I'm doing."
Scaife has been a key piece in
the Titans' franchise-best 11-1 start
heading into Sunday's game
against the Cleveland Browns (48).
"Bo Scaife has just had a really,
really good year," Titans quarter
back Kerry Collins said. "Really
has played well, been a big part o(
everything we've done this year
We've asked him to nal block.
We've asked him to pass block.
We've obviously asked him to do a
lot in the passing game. He's been a
tremendous asset for us this year."

•Styles

From Page 11
Calloway's offense flexed its
muscles last week, rallying from
a 14-0 deficit to put 28 points on
the board in just more than a
quarter's time. Allen CountyScottsville was able to get in the
backfield and sack Brockman
twice in the early-going and
stuffed Willis over the Lakers'
first two offensive possessions.
But those impressive performances turned out to be mere
flashes in the pan for the
Patriots.
"The sacks can be attributed
to the coverage and Casey was
rolling out and scrambling,"
McKee! said. "I don't think we
did anything differently other
than just come to play."
After facing an Allen
County-Scottsville team that
mirrored Calloway as far as
playoff experience and tradition,
the Lakers will take a step up in
competition this week, at least
as far as name recognition goes.
EitiWitt East has been a state
semifinalist two of the past four
years and five times since 1994.
Out of those games, they've
advanced to the state title just
once — a 1994 victory over
Mayfield when both schools
played in Class 2A.
But as for whether that experience will give his current team
any advantage. Preston is doubtful.
"Our seniors were just freshmen last time and they didn't
really have a role," he said. "But
I feel like throughout the season

we've played some really big
games with some tough opponents, so I hope that helps out. I
don't think we'll be any more
veteran to it than they will."
While both teams have
played strong schedules for their
respective areas, gauging how
the two teams will match up
with one another is a tall task.
Calloway and Bullitt East
have no common opponents and
no real common gauges of talent. Bath East did suffer a 5014 loss to Class 6A Henderson
County, a team which beat both
Graves County and Marshall
County. Calloway lost to
Marshall and beat Graves.
The loss to Henderson was
Bullitt's only blowout loss of
the year.
The winner of Friday night's
contest will face either Boyle
County or Bell County, who
play in Class 4A's other semifinal in Pineville.
Notes:
•The Lakers' 11-2 record
matches the mark set by the
1996 squad that beat defending
state champion Bowling Green
to advance to the state quarterfinals. Head coach Josh McKeel
was a part of that team.
•Tyrrell Willis set a new
single-season rushing record at
Allen County-Scottsville last
week. His I73-yard night puts
him at 1,602 yards on the season, eclipsing Jimmy Bynum's
mark from 2003
le Only 16 yards separate
receivers Chris Dobbins and
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2008 LAKER STATS
! Calloway
132 147 92 se
Opponents 78 76 42 96

-469
292

TEAM STATISTICS
OPP
CCHS
First Downs
187
155
Rushes-Yards 381-1996 348-1984
Passing Yards
3190
1410
Comp-At!-Int 193-339-9 99-214-16
Total Yards
5186
3394
Fumbles-Lost
16-7
31-16
Penalties-Yards 94-788
66-546
•••
STATISTICS
238-1602 19T1)
—
Bumpus 52-263 510. Hargrove 15108 Garner 7-42, Friedrich 7-23
Starks 2-11, Troupe 1-5, Cowen 31-7),
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PASSOIG -- Brockman 187-326-8 3066
35TO Willis 3-5-0 95 TD, Burkeen
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From Page 11
team's tight end until the fifth
week of the season. when
Preston shook things up after his
team's 50-14 loss to Henderson
County.
In their first year under a new
head coach, the Chargers stumbled to a 1-3 start and suffered
their worst loss of the year
against Henderson.
After playing their first four
games with the school's traditional
split-back
offense,
Preston decided to make the
switch to his bread-and-butter
-- the wishbone.
"1 felt like we needed something different to get us going
offensively," Preston said. "We
put Zach in there becuase of his
size and physicality. When he
touches the ball, good things
happen, and I felt like we needed to get him the ball more."
At 6-foot-3 and 205 pounds.
McCarthy brings power to the
equation while Logsdon provides more quickness.
The 5-7. I65-pound senior is
small but surprisingly strong,
Preston says, and the combination of the two have sparked a
turnaround in which the
Chargers have gone 7-2 since
the shake-up.
Calloway. which went large-
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ly untested against powerful
rushing teams during the regular
season, has fared well against
run-first squads in the playoffs
and in a regular-season finale
victory over Graves County.

TODAY'S LINEUP SNIa1011114 111,

Terry Butler
*

TODAi
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7:30 p.m.
ESPN -- Louisville at Putvirs
GOLF
9:30 sm.
TGC — Sunshine Tour Nedbank
Challenge, lest round at Sun City,
SOuth Africa tsarne-day tape)
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6:30 p.m.
Channel 79 -- Murray State at Eastern
Kentucky (NewWaveliSedia Con-)
7 p.m
ESPN2 — Southern Cal at Oklahoma
9 p.m.
ESPN2 — UCLA at Texas
11 p.m.
FSN — Oklahoma St at Washington
NBA BASKETBALL
8:15 pm.
TNT — Phoenix at Deese
10:30 p.m.
TNT — San Antonio at Deaver
RODEO
10 p.m.
ESPN CLASSIC — PRCA. National
Finals first round. at Las Vegas

laandy Thornton Co., Inc.
"Quality Work Since 1937-

ROTOBRUSH DUCT CLEANING
In today's air-tight homes. indoor air quality is a growing concern. Most household dust contains
mites, mold, mildew, pollen, and animal dander. Many of these contaminant's are circulated through
the central air systems in most homes and can aggravate the symptoms of asthma and allergies.

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS
It's as simple as I, 2, 3
I. We clean the register covers to remove
cooking oil film. nicotine film and other dust
collecting substances.

• Gutter

• ...,c:utter Repair

George Garner in their competition as career receiving yardage
record-holder.
Quarterback
Casey
Brockman needs just 88 total
yards to surpass Sam Arnett as
Calloway's career all-purpose
yards leader. This Laker team
has the potential to own every
single season and career offensive record with a productive
evening at Bullitt East.

2 We deep clean the SOUFCC of the air supply
Including (where applicable) the blower.
squirrel cage, coils. condensation pan and
return air supply.

3. The air ducts are then brush vacuumed
clean with our exclusive, patented
technology system. The Rotobvish aiR+e
system removes the contammant's that
circulate through the air duct system. We
will sanitize your air ducts and vents with
an environmentally safe sanitizer commonly
used in hospitals and nursing homes,
leaving behind a fresh scent.

SERVING TtiE PEOPLE OF WESTERN KENTUCKY FOR cDveR
Locenced,inciirmi & Bonded

(270) 753-6433 or 1-800284-1433
939 St.111-1.22,-A-101uNcyrNY
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